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P R E F A C E 
A ^ ofunal itudtf eiJ tht Indtirnvte. ImoA VhadacX Spaaed taku •Ui 
ofUgin in tht mnk oi ViAoc. and VaxxJLL AM (laAhj iontlu on QujJMtim 
Mec/uwicA on onz hand, and in tht puA^ mathmcuUcMZ intzAUt oi 
Pontfuj'aQin in 4ucfe Apocw on thz othzA hand» A &ubclcu>& oi Auch 
4)pcLct&, ujhzAt thz to'/iAuponding quAd^atixi t(o/un can takz only non-
mgativt vatux^ and hmcz indacz^ a &zml-nom, iM caJUitd thz cZasi, 
oi Szmi-dziinitz InneA Vfwduct {i,d.i*p») ^pacti. Tht pfiuoM thul6 
zntitZzd "Studlu on Szmi-dziinitz tnneA fncduxit Spacu" l& dzvotzd 
to tht Atudy oi i,udi ipacti, and natuAjolty al&o to tht moKt gmwat 
&mirnomzd 4paceA. It Xi di\jixk.i i^ito &ix chapttu* 
Tht ii/iAt chaptzn. ii int/wdimtijon and i>txvvU with a b^zi 
dzAcAiption oi thz dtvaloprnznt oi thz Atudy oi Jndziinitz Jymzn. Pfuoduuct 
Spacer both iHom thz appticatijonat and pvJizty mathzmatical potntA 
oi vXew. ThA Ktja&onA iofi picking up tkz Auhcla&A, viz, Szmi-dziinitz 
tnnzA. Vfwduct SpaczA, 04 a thmz oi pftzAznt Atudy, GJLZ thzn zxplainzd, 
flnalty, ioh. thz convenlzyicz oi fiziz^zncz and to iix. up thz tzminoiogy, 
Aomz known KtAultA about thz Ami-dziinitt innzn. pftoduct ApaazA, OA 
alAo thz Azmi-nontnzd Apoce^  ofiz fizaaZlzd which afiz kzizAAzd to in 
AubAzxiwiYtJt mnk. 
GXven a Azmi-nofmzd Apacz, it may ofi may not bz poAAihlz to 
dziinz a A,d,i,p, on it which induczA thz givzn Ami-noftm, Chaptzfi It 
- .UA-
dzaU uxUh thz c/uXoAMt ioh. &uxLh a ^AJtuatijon, w^uc/i wa may coil 
"Sml-HUbeAtizablLUy". Johdan-I^zumnn (iAAt(2MM}h, wkLch l6 kmm. 
to be vaJUjd ^oft 4zmi-noHmzd 4paceA <u mil, h<u ^Ajt&t bzzn de.alt w>Xtfe. 
SzveAaJL otheA ahcuuxctz>UzcuUou o^ HUhzAt &pact& tikz thoAz o^ ficktn, 
Lofitk and RaxikutfuxM havz thzn been zxtmdzd ^o^ thz pxe^znt ^ztting. 
ExamplzA o^ i^uch 4>znii-nofimzd &pazzi wklzh OAZ not &ml-HAXbQJitizablz 
kavz alio bzzn Qlvzn. 
S.rf.-c.p. Apace6 cvte noH-Haa6do/ij$ „^ HowieveA., thz qaotiznt oi AUCA. 
Apacz6 by thz K.zn.ml o^ thz tohJizi>pon.din.Q hzml-mim QIVZ innzA pfioduzt 
Apace* {OK a HULboAt Apaee. when thz ofUgJM.al Apace li> complete). In 
Chaptzn. Ill uaz ha.vz AMvz&tlQOtzd thoAz pAopznXA,z& o^ HllbzAt ApaceA 
tahixih OAZ cxwUzd ovzA to thz mo/ie Qznvial hoXtiyiQ oi hA.l.p. ApoceA 
dzApitz thz non-HatudofiU thoAactvi oi thz latzfi. Somz Aucfc pfuopzt- ^ 
tXjzA OAZ i thz exXitence oi an onthonofmal ^y^tzm, RXeAz -^ep/i.eAe)tta-
tAjon. thzofim, Hahn-Banazh thzoKm and zzntjvbi pfiopzfvtizi oi iinitz-
dUjmzniAjonal ApaceA. Thz tzzhUqaz adoptzd in. zath coAe AJ> thAoixQh 
taking thz quctlznt Apace. It hoi a£Ao bzzn Aeen that thz olgzbKiUz 
zhoKaztzfUzatlonA oi a A.d.X.p. Apace cUACOAAed in ChaptzA U, ait 
mZl OJii thz topological onz due to Kakutani, may be zxtzndzd by thiA 
tzckniqaz, 
Chaptzn. IV dzati with AUjch p/LopzfLtU& oi Hilbzut ApaczA which 
iait to zxtznd to i,d,i,p» ApaczA, uokich in iact makz thz indzpzndznt 
M 
* 
toQlcjoJi duat E 0^ a. cximplztz izml-mhimd {on. &A.l,p,] ipace. 
|E,p) li a Bamch i>paaz [ofi a HU.b2At Apace) and U l&omztnAcaZXjj 
4Aotnon.pkic to the. topological dual o(^ tht quotlznt ipace. EIKZK p", 
y^uldi the. Ke^ult that, unlike. HyiZbeAt Apace.A, 4uch ipace^ cannot 
6e njLilzxlve., and AM^act even tJic AeZatXon E C E doe^ not 
hold heAe.* 
ChapteA V commences mth a &tudy o^ the ^pace o^ all continuoa6 
IMiexUL tAan&^ofmationA ifiom a complete ienU-noAmed (on. 6,d,A,*p.} 
&pacz Ej to onotheA one E„, with a view to investigating the. 
^OWL fundamental theoxejm oi functional Analysis, Validity o^ Hahn-
Banach theotiem having been -dhown in ChapteA III, it ii &hou)n hcAc 
that the. open mapping, cZo&ed gnaph and Banach-SteAnhaa6 theoftems 
can aJUo be extended to &ejm,-noJmed [on. A.d.^.p.) Apocei, Howeve/t, 
thz non-Hau&dofiii chaAjocteA ojj thcAc Apace* pfic&entj> an impediment 
in the way o^ the conveA&e o^ the. cZo&ed gfiaph the.on.em. In the end, 
an anaJbsgy o^ &pectMl theorem ha6 alio been eAtabtUyhed^ 
ChapteA VT. coni^iMts oi tmo poJcU* In the iiAMt poAt ^*Seml-
Banach Algebna" hoi been deiined and 6ome o^ iti pnjopeAtiei have 
been studied. A good m.ny pnopextieM valid ^oK Bonach olgtbAOi ceoie 
TOO len^-ev fjff-tOn'C^ Jftcrm. 
to hold tAuz in this case. Von. example, the, inveAtibiZity / \lK-e\l< 1, 
Aesult which is a conneA &tone. ^on many outstanding theonemA in Banacfi 
aZgebnas and which, coniequzntly, cannot be extended to the pnescnt 
V 
4€Xt6tg. Tki& phmomznon li amply dmoMtnojttd. by m&au o^ zxamplu 
and cjoimWi-zxampto^, TkU AMcZadzA tkz iAtiuvtijon wkeAt, on one. hand, 
mutUpticativz tinzoA ^mcXAjonaU OAZ not nzc.(U&oJiJULy continuauA, and 
on tkz othzA a.Aml-6mplz Bemi-Banach olgzbM. may admit non-zqtUvalznt 
tontplztz •i>&iiil~Banac.h-algzbAa-noAm&* 
In tkz izcond pojvt tkz cjonczpt o<J HitbzAt aZgzbfuu lb gznzAotizzd 
to obtaun "Seml-Htlbz/it aZgzbfuu", Muctfc though tkzy &haKz many 
pfwpzAtiZA taZth HUbtftt algzb/uu, nzvzAthztt&'i 6omz pathologlCLal 
bzha.\)AJ3vJi An contAxut to thz cIxu,&lc.oUi &ltmtM}n i& aJUo zxklbUzd. 
An zxaaplz on thz dl6contintiU:y o^ a komomoH.phU>m bztwzzn izmi-HUbzAt 
aZgzbfuUf lb a cxuz m point, which AZAMZ^ to demoMt/uUz that an 
ImpoHtant fiz&ult daz to Vood ^alU to hold In thl& izttlng. 
Each chaptzh, hoi bzzn dlvUzd Into bzctloni, Matkzmtlcal 
JizlatlonA obtxunzd In thz thz^li havz bzzn nimbzfizd Into thfizz bloti, 
z»g» a fizlatlon nmbzjvzd 04, (n .3 ,5 | would mzan ilith fizlatlon 
occu/Ung In thz tkUid 4>zcJUjon oi Zhaptzfi II. 
In the znd wz ha\;z glvzn a blbllog^phy aAAongzd alphabztlcally 
which by no mzanb lb zxhaubtlvz on thz &abjzct. In iact only thoAz 
woxkA havz bzzn llbtzd which havz bzzn KzizAAzd to In thz body oi 
thz thzblb by a &zAlaZ numbzK In a bqua/tz bnjdckzt. 
C O N T E N T S 
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CHAPTER I 
§ 1 . PRELUDE. 
Much though Mathematics has usually been developed 
for its own ^esthetic sake, nevertheless the role played by 
the exigencies of applicational aspects in giving an impetus 
to the growth of some branches of Mathematics cannot be 
completely ignored. Infact, even the initiation of some 
topics of Mathematics got its motivation from the applica** 
tional needs, and it was only later that mathematicians put 
them on more rigorous grounds and built elegant structures 
on them. The theme of the present thesis is one of such 
topics, viz. the study of indefinite inner product space — 
a real (complex) vector space endowed with a symmetric 
(Hermitian) bilinear form such that the corresponding quad<-
ratic form can take both positive and negative values. The 
story of the indefinite inner product spaces takes its germs 
from the works of Dirac [?] and Pauli t22] in early forties 
on Quantum Mechanics where the necessity of such a space was 
first realized. As Nagy [19] puts it: '...the fact 
undoubtedly remains that certain types of well-known field 
operator algebras possess the peculiar feature that either 
they cannot be represented, in a Hilbert Space, or their 
representation over a Hilbert Space involves additional 
difficulties. These circumstances prevent us from accepting 
them as ordinary field theories in an orthodox sense. On 
-2-
the other hand, investigation of structure of these algebras 
has immediately led from the representations over a Hilbert 
space to representations over a vector space with indefinite 
metric'. Further work in this direction was carried on by 
^upta C12], Bleuler [3] and others, and the state of art as 
it existed till mid~sixties, as far as Mathematical Physics 
was concerned, is elegantly described in Nagy's book 'State 
Vector Spaces with Indefinite Metric in Quantum Field Theory' 
As for the mathematical treatment of indefinite inner 
product spaces, Pontrjagin [24] seems to be the pioneer, who 
studied the geometry of such spaces as also the spectral 
theory of their linear operators. It appears that Pontrj-
agin was unaware of the contemporary work of Dirac and Pauli, 
but Was inspired by a work of Sobolev [29] on the motion of 
a top filled with liquid, unpublished until I960. The 
work of Pontijagin on indefinite inner product spaces was 
carried on by Krein, Ginzberg, Scheibe and many others 
(see bibliography in [4]) which led to a number of deep 
mathematical results, A comprehensive and uptodate treat-
ment of these investigations is elegantly presented by 
Bognar [4] in his book ' Xndefit^ite. Inner Product "Spaces' 
Which formed the prime motivation for the present thesis. 
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% 2. INDEFINITE INNER PRODUCT IN GEOMETRY AND 
RELATIVITY. 
A differentiable manifold endowed with a Riemannian 
metric, i.e. an inner product on the tangent bundle, has 
always been a central theme of study in Modern Differential 
Geometry. Much though pseudo-Riemannian manifolds (with 
indefinite inner product on tangent bundles) have been the 
subject of study since the time of Elie Cartan [5], the 
interest in them however was only cursory. It was only 
after the work on indefinite •tft'h^ tr''^ r0:dutt spaces.. rGrGxred to 
above, and the pressing need of putting the General Theory 
of Relativity on a more sound mathematical basis, that the 
work on pseudo-Riemannian manifolds and, in particular, on 
Lorentz manifolds got an impetus. 
The geometry of space-time in General Relativity is 
taken to be locally Minkowskian — a four-dimensional space 
with hyperbolic normal type metric of signature ( + + + - ) . 
Ideas presented in early seventies brought a remarkable 
change in the trend of work on General Relativity when 
serious emphasis was also laid on a rigorous geometric 
foundation of the physics of space-time. The study of 
geometry and topology of manifolds endowed with an indefinite 
inner product on the tangent bundle therefore became the 
first natural step in this direction. The work of Penrose 
• — ^ a — 
[23], Geroch [ll] and the remarkable book of Hawking and 
Ellis [13]: 'The large-scale structure of space-time', sot 
the pace for this kind of work. The two recent books : 
Beem and Erlich [l] on Global Lorentzign Geometry (1981), 
and O'Neill [2l] on Semi-Riemannian Geometry and Application 
(1983), elegantly describe the present state of art in the 
field of interaction of the study of indefinite inner 
products with Geometry and Relativity. 
f 3« SEMI-DEFINITE INNER PRODUCT SPACES 
—SCOPE OF THE THESIS-
The class of indefinite inner product spaces where 
the corresponding quadratic form <x, x> can take only non-
negative values and hence induces a semi-norm, is named as 
the class of semi-definite inner product spaces. The study 
of such spaces forms the focus of our attention in this 
thesis* The reason for this restriction of choice is two-
fold* Firstly from the applicational point of view, much 
thOMgh- the space-time in General Relativity is endowed 
with indefinite inner product, nevertheless all the physical 
phenomenr. occur inside or on the null cone, where the norm 
of a vector is either positive or zero. Hence the study 
of the geometry and topology of this region of space-time, 
which infact is a .semi-definite inner product space, shall 
- 5 -
provide the basic tools* for a sophisticated study of the 
physical phenomena. Conceding that we have not dealt with 
the applicational aspect in the present thes i s , we do look 
forward to the u t i l i t y of these resul t s in physical applica-
t i ons subsequently* 
Secondly, and none too l e s s , i s the significance of 
semi-normed spaces when viewed from a purely abs t rac t -
theore t ic viewpoint. Inter- t ingly enough, i t turns out 
t ha t , while semi-norms arise quite naturally in the study 
of general local ly convex spaces, importance of semi-definite 
inner product semi-norms arises mainly from the fact that 
the topology of nuclear spaces can be generated by a family 
of Hilbertian semi-norms, Equivalently, i t follows that 
nuclear Frechet spaces are essen t ia l ly , projective l imits 
of Hilbert spaces (with nuclear linking maps). Over and 
above t h i s , semi-normed (semi-definite) spaces consti tute 
an interest ing class of (non-Hausdorff) locally convex 
spaces which in some aspects exhibit strong resemblence 
with the normed (Hilbert) spaces, while in certain other 
s i tua t ions the i r behaviour i s in sharp contrast with these 
classes of spaces* 
-6-
Inspite of the fact that non-Hausdorff spaces occur 
less frequently than do Hausdorff spaces, their subtle -
though sporadic - appearance in certain concrete situations, 
both in Topology and Analysis, lends ample significance and 
sufficient motivation for an independent investigation of 
these spaces. 
These points of view are amply high-lighted in the 
elegant articles of Domiaty [8] and Wilansky [30]. In his 
paper Wilansky writes 'In some situations T2 may be needed 
or convenient. In such cases one specializes, but this is 
no reason to use T2 as a blanket assumption from the 
beginning, any more than prospective use of the ^ech compac-
tification justifies dealing only with completely regular 
spaces from the beginning'• 
§4. PRELIMINARIES. 
In this section we put together those definitions 
and results from semi-definite inner product spaces which 
we shall use subsequently in our thesis. Most of these 
definitions and results are available in the book of 
Bognar [4] or in literature elsewhere, and we have collected 
them here only for the sake of convenience and fixing our 
terminology. 
~7-
DEFINmON (4«l). On a complex linear space E, a 
semi'-norm is defined as a mapping p ; E •—> M^ such that 
(i) p(x+y) < p(x) + p(y), 
(ii) p(ax) = |a| p(x), (1,4.1) 
for every x,y <& E, and a e. i» E provided with this 
map p is then called a semi-normed space. 
It is easily seen that the semi'-norm p on E 
readily satisfies the following relations: 
(i) p(x) > o , V x ^  E , 
(ii) p(o) = o , 
(iii) IP(X-LX-p(x2) I <. piy-i ' ^2^ t x^-j^ , X2 € E- (1.4,2) 
DEFINmON ( 4 , 2 ) . A non-ze ro v e c t o r x € E for which 
p ( x ) = 0 s h a l l be c a l l e d a n u l l v e c t o r . 
Fur thermore i t fo l lows from ( 1 . 4 , 2 ( i i i ) ) t h a t 
whenever p ( ^ ) = 0 
D()d-W) = D ( X ) . V-X *: E . ( 1 . 4 . 3 ( a ) ) 
-8-
and also that for any two null vectors '% , "n 
p(a"f + pT]) = o , ¥a, p € (t. (1,4.3(b)) 
DEFINITION (4.3). Given a complex linear space E, 
a mapping g : E X E — > (j: such that 
(i) g(x,y) = glyTxT , 
(ii) g(ax.j^ + pX2,y) = ag(xj^,y) + Pg(x2»y), a,p £ (t, 
(iii) g(x, x) > o, (1.4.4) 
i s ca l led a (pos i t ive ) semi-def in i te inner product ( s . d » i . p . ) 
on E, and E along with g i s ca l l ed a semj-defini te 
inne r product space (wri t ten as s . d . i . p . space) . E i s 
s a i d to be non-degenerate if 
g(x,y) = 0 , ¥ y € E ==> x = o ,• (1 ,4 .5) 
otherwise i t i s ca l led a degenerate space. Thus in a 
degenerate space there must e x i s t at l e a s t one non-zero 
vec tor X 3> g(x,y) = 0 , Vy ^ E. 
I t follows from def. ( 4 . 3 ( i ) , ( i i ) ) tha t 
g(x, ayj^ + py2) = a g(x,y-L) + Fg(x,y2)» (1 .4 ,6) 
and that g(o,y) = 0 , V y ^ E [4]. On a s.d.i.p. space 
(E,g) the mapping p : E — > Ift_^  given by 
- 9 -
p(x) = + f g n r 3 (1.4.7) 
i s such t h a t p(x) >. o , and p(ax) = ja j p( x) . Also 
p ( x ) = 0 does n o t n e c e s s a r i l y imply t h a t x = o . Moreover 
t h e fo l lowing r e s u l t s a re well-known: 
LEMMA ( 4 . 4 ) . The t r i a n g l e i n e q u a l i t y ho lds fo r the 
mapping p in a s . d . i . p . space E, v i z . 
p(x+y) < p (x) + p ( y ) . ( 1 . 4 . 8 ) 
COROLLARY ( 4 . 5 ) . For a l l x^ ,^ X2 € E, one has 
| p ( x i ) - p ( x 2 ) i < P ( x i - x ^ ) . ( 1 . 4 . 9 ) 
LEM'AA ( 4 . 6 ) . " Cauchy-Schwarz i n e q u a l i t y ho lds in a 
s .d . i .p -T space E [ 4 ] , v i z . 
l g ( x , y ) l < p(x) p ( y ) , Vx, y € E. ( 1 . 4 . 1 0 ) 
DEFINITION (4.7). A mapping d : E — > ^ + o>^  a 
set E is called a semi-metric if Vx, y, z € E 
( i) d(x,y) ^ d(y,x) , 
(ii) d(x,y) >. o , 
(iii) X = o ==> d(x,x) = 0 , 
ilv) d(x,y) < d(x,z) + d(z,Y). 
- 1 0 -
I t i s obvious from the de f in i t ion and p roper t i e s of 
a semi-norm p on E tha t i t induces a semi-metric 
d : E X E —> M^ given by 
cl(x,y) = p(x-y) , (1 .4 .11) 
which is invariant with respect to translations^and abso-
lutely homogeneous. The linear space E then becomes a 
semi-metric space, in which various concepts associated with 
a semi-metric are defined [l7Js 
An r-o,pen sphere about y is the set 
S (y) = {x c« E ? p(x-y) < rj . The family of all open 
spheres (S (x) : r 6 ^ +» x< EX- forms a base for a 
topology J on E, v/hich shall be called s.d.i.p. topology 
( or semi-norm topology) on E, G C E is an open set in E 
if Vx€ G I an r > o with S^(x)C G, and a closed set 
is one whose complement is open, x is a limit point of a 
set S C E if every neighbourhood of x contains a vector 
y € S -J y 5^  X and p(x-y) -^  o. A closed set S then 
contains all its limit points. A set A-c;^  E is complete 
if every Cauchy sequence in A converges to a point in A. 
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REMARK (4,9), It is obvious that if p O ) = o 
then 
(a) S^(o) =S^(ir) , 
(b) X ^  S^(a) =^> X + ^ £ S^(a) , 
(c) every nu l l vector ^ ^ S ( a ) . 
Further i t may be noted tha t i f a sequence (x ) 
converges to x, then both the sequences (x ) and (x +"^) 
converge to both the points x and x + ^ , This i s a 
consequence of non-Hausdorff character of the semi-norm 
topology . In such a s i t u a t i o n i t , t he re fo re , does not make 
sense to wri te x = lim x , i f x happens to be ' a ' 
n 
l i m i t of the sequence (><n^' ^^^* ins tead , f ind i t more 
convenient to wr i te 
X r^ lim X (1.4,12) 
n 
for the statement that (x ) converges to a limit x in 
such a space. Moreover, it turns out that every closed 
subset of a complete space is complete, but a complete sub-
space is not always closed. These and other considerations 
bring to light the situation where the behaviour of semi-
normed spaces deviates sharply from the normed spaces. 
CHAPTER I I 
ALG_E BR AIC CHAR ACT E RI2AT IONS 
§ ! • INTRODUCTION.. 
Given a normed l i n e a r space E over K(I<.= IR or (fc), 
i t may or may not be possible to define an inner product 
on i t which induces the given norm# Jordan and Von-Neumann 
l i s ] " h a v e proved tha t a necessary and su f f i c i en t condition 
t h a t the norm defined over a l i n e a r space E i s induced by 
an inner product i s t h a t , i t s a t i s f i e s the parallelogramme 
i d e n t i t y , v i z . 
II x+y lF+ II x-y IP = 2 ( HxlP + i |y | f t , \^ x,y e E , ( l l . l . l ) 
Several a l t e r n a t i v e s to t h i s c r i t e r i o n are ava i lab le in 
l i t e r a t u r e , some of them are l i s t e d below: 
( i ) . Fickens Condition [ 9 ] . If a,p e I B and 
X, , X2 6 E such tha t |j x-j^  || = || X2II » then 
II axj+ pxg II = II Pxj^ + ax2 II • ( I I . 1 . 2 ) 
Conditions ( i i ) - ( v i i ) are due to Lorch [ I 8 ] . 
( i i ) . There e x i s t s a fixed constant Y d i f f e ren t 
from 0 and 1 such t h a t i f x-^t X2 € E and ||xj_ll = Ilx2llf 
then 
|Kxj_+ X2ll= II xi+ Yx2il . ( I I . 1 . 3 ) 
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( i i i ) . If Xj^ , X2* ^3 £ E such tha t || x-j^ H = || Xgl 
and ^1 **" ^2 + Xo = 0, then 
il Xy- x^ll = II Xg- X3i| . ( I I . 1 . 4 ) 
( i v ) . If Xi» X2» x^, x^ £ E such t h a t 
4 
11 Xj_|i = i X2li, II X3II ^ II X4II , and £ x^ ^ = o, then 
Ij.x^- x^li = II X2- X3II t 
and ( I I .1 .5 ) 
II Xj_- X3II = 11 X 2 - X4II . 
l2 
^3" 
( v ) . If x^, Xryi X3 ^  E, then 
(|)(Xj^, X2, X3) = II X-^ X2+ X3IPI- 11 X-^ X2- X. 
" " ^ 1 " ^2" ^3'^ "'I '^l" ^2*" 3^^ 1 
( I I . 1 . 6 ) 
i s independent of X3. 
( v i ) . If x^t X2 ( E such tha t || x^ l^j = |{ X2li t 
and a € ]R such tha t a. ^ o, then 
II axj_+ X2/a| | >. II Xj^+ X2II • ( I I . 1 . 7 ) 
n 
( v i i ) . If XjL* X2»...»Xj^€ E such t h a t Z x^ ^ = 0, 
where n > 3 , then 
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S II x - x . | | ^ = 2n E II x . | | ^ . ( I I . 1 . 8 ) 
ij^j ^ ^ 1=1 ^ 
( v i i i ) . R a k e s t r a W s Cond i t i on [ 2 5 ] . If n ^ 3 , 
Xyf X2>«.»»x 4^  E and a , , a 2 » . » » r a c IE such t h a t 
n 
E a . = o , then 
i = l ^ 
II E a . x . | | ^ = ~ E a. a . l | x . - x . | F . ( I I . 1 . 9 ) 
i= l ^ ^ l<i<j<n 1 J 1 J 
The proof i n each case depends upon t h e p o s i t i v e 
d e f i n i t e n e s s of t h e norm. 
In the p r e s e n t c h a p t e r , the cor responding problem fo r 
semi-normed spaces has been i n v e s t i g a t e d , and i t has been 
shown t h a t t h e s e c r i t e r i a can be extended t o semi-normed 
s p a c e s as w e l l . Examples of such semi-normed s p a c e s , where 
t h e semi-norm i s not induced by any s e m i - i n n e r p roduc t and 
which do not s a t i s f y any of the above c r i t e r i a , have a l s o 
been g i v e n . 
I 2 . Se\AI-NORM ON A SEMI-DEFINITE II\!NER PRODIET 
SPACE. 
I t has been mentioned e a r l i e r [Chap. I % 4 ] t h a t a 
s e m i - d e f i n i t e i n n e r p roduc t g on a l i n e a r space E 
i n d u c e s a semi-norm p , g iven by p(x) = + VglxTxT* which 
s a t i s f i e s Cauchy-Schwarz i n e q u a l i t y and t r i a n g l e i n e q u a l i t y . 
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These p r o p e r t i e s of p load us t o s t a t e the fo l l owing : 
PRQPOS n ION ( 2 . 1 ) . The semi-norm p t E —> IR^ 
induced by a s e m i - d e f i n i t e i nne r p roduc t g : E X E —> ^ 
i . e , 
p(x) = + f g n r n ^ ( I I . 2 . 1 ) 
s a t i s f i e s the para l le logramme i d e n t i t y 
p^(x+y )+ p^(x-y) = 2 {p^(x) + p ^ ( y ) } . ( I I . 2 . 2 ) 
f 3 . SB'II-DEFINirE INNER PRODUCT ON SEMI-NORMED 
SPACES. 
Our purpose in t h i s s e c t i o n i s to e s t a b l i s h the con-
v e r s e of p r o p . ( 2 . 1 ) , ViJe s h a l l do i t f i r s t f o r t h e case 
when E i s a r e a l l i n e a r space and then ex tend i t t o t h e 
complex c a s e . 
PROPOSnxOM ( 3 . 1 ) . Given >a semi-norm p on a r « a l 
l i n e a r space E which s a t i s f i e s the para l le logramme iden-
i i t y ' ( l l . ^ * 2 ) t h e r e e x i s t s a s . d . i . p . g on E which 
induces p , i . e . p(x) = + V g ( x , x J . 
PROOF. vJe def ine 
gi(x,y) = 1 [p^()c^y) -p^(x-y) ] , ( I I .3 .1) 
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then 
(a) g-|_(x,x) = p (x) >, 0 * 
(b) gj^ (x,y) =gj^(y,x). (II.3.2) 
Relation (b) is equivalent to (I.4,4(i)) for the real case. 
Hence to show that g, is a s.d.i.p. on E we have only 
to establish the property (l44.4(ii)) for real a and p, 
which we do in two stages? 
(I) Additivitv. 
g-j^ Cx-j^ y^) + gj^ (x2»y) 
= ^ \.P^Ui+ y) -p^ (x.j^ - y) +p^(x2+ y) -P^(x2- y)] 
using parallelogramme identity we get 
1 x,+ Xo 
= -| g( - ^ , y), (11*3.3) 
using ( l l , 3 » l ) . Put t ing X2= o» ( I I . 3 . 3 ) becomes 
X, 
g(x.j^ ,y) = 2gj^ ( -^^ » v) • (II,3.4) 
Using (II.3.3) and (II ,3.4) wo get 
gj^ (x2^ + X2, y) = gi(xj^ ,y) +gj,(x2»y), (II.3.5) 
which establishes additivity. 
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(•'•-'•) Homogeneity. 
Repeated applications of (11,3.4) and (II.3.5) give 
g-,_{ax,y) = agj^ixfy), (ll*3,6) 
whenever a = m/2", m and n being natural numbers. 
Since any real number a can be arrived at by a 
limiting process through the rational numbers m/2 , hence 
if we can show that p(ax + y) is a continuous function 
of a <S IR , we have established the validity of (II.3.6) 
for any real a, i.e. the homogeneity of g, in the fir^t 
slot. This we do as follows: 
Let f(a) = p(ax + y), then f ; B -~> B^, and 
If(aj^ ) *-f(a2)| = lp(a-j_x + y) -p(a2X + y) | 
< p {(aj^- 82) y.\ 
= |aj^ - 82! p(x). 
If x is a null vector then f(a) is a constant function 
and hence continuous. If p(x) 4 o, then the last relation 
shows that a^^ ~ > 82 ==> fi^i) "—> ^(^2^' thus showing 
that p(ax + y) is a continuous real function of a, and 
lim p(ax i y) = pisi.x + y). 
a->a 0 
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Hence 
gj^(ax,y) = agj^Cx^y), Va 4 ffi • ( I I . 3 . 7 ) 
Thus we have shown tha t g^ ^ ^ as defined in (11.3.1)^ i s 
a s . d . i . p . which induces a semi-norm p on E. / / / 
Next we proceed to extend proposi t ion ( 3.1) to the 
complex case; 
PHQPQSITIjDN ( 3 . 2 ) . Given a semi-norm p on a l i n e a r 
space E which s a t i s f i e s the parallelogramme i d e n t i t y 
( 1 1 , 2 , 2 ) , there e x i s t s a s . d . i . p . g on E which induces 
t h i s semi-norm, 
PROOF. Define 
g(x,y) = g j (x ,y) + ig.j^(x,iy) (11,3 .8) 
where 
g i (x ,y ) = "5 [p (x^y) - P ( x - y ) ] . 
It has already been proved that g, is symmetric, additive 
and homogeneous for real numbers, V/e now proceed to show 
that g is a s.d.i.p. on E. 
(a). Relation (ll.3#l) gives 
g^dx, iy) = gi(x,y), (II,3#9) 
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and hence 
gj^(y,ix) = g.j^(-i.iy,ix) 
= - g3_(x,iy). (11*3.10) 
Now using ( I I . 3 . 8 ) and ( I I . 3 . 1 0 ) we get 
g(yfx) == g i (y ,x ) + ig.j^(y,ix) 
= g i (x ,y ) - igj^(x,iy) 
= g ( x , y ) . ( I I . 3 , 1 1 ) 
( b ) . For r e a l a i t i s obvious from ( I I . 3 . 8 ) and 
homogeneity of g, tha t 
g(ax,y) = a g ( x , y ) , V a ^ IR . ( I I . 3 . 1 2 ) 
Now (11,3.8) and ( I I . 3 . 1 0 ) give 
g ( ix ,y ) = g2( ix ,y) + ig j^dxj iy) 
= - gj^(x,iy) + igj^(x,y) 
= i [ g i ( x , y ) + ig2^(x,iy)] 
= i g ( x , y ) . ( I I . 3 . 1 3 ) 
I t follows from ( I I . 3 . 1 2 ) and (11,3.13) tha t i f a = a + i b , 
where a, b ^ IR , then 
g(ax,y) = a g ( x , y ) . ( I I . 3 . 1 4 ) 
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and 
( c ) . Rela t ion ( I I , 3 . 1 ) gives 
gj^(x,x) = p ( x ) , 
g3^(x,ix) = 1 ( l l + i i ^ - i l - i | ^ ) p^(x) = o. 
Hence 
g(x,x) = p (x) >; o» 
Thus we have shovm that g, as defined by (II.3t8) 
satisfies all the three requirements given in (l,4»2), and 
hence is a s.d.i.p. on E which induces the given semi-
norm, /// 
Combining propositions (2.1) and (3.2) we get the 
extension of Jordan-Meumann condition, which can now be 
stated as follows: 
PROPOSITION (3.3). A necessary and sufficient condition 
that a serai-norm p on a complex linear space E is induced 
by a (positive) semi-definite inner product is that 
p^(x+y) +p^(x-y) =2{p^(x)+p^(y)| , V-x,y ^  E. (II.3.15) 
Thus we have es tab l i shed t h a t the Jordan-Neumann Theorem 
can be extended to semi-normed spaces where 'norm' i s replaced 
by 'semi-norm' and ' i nner product ' by (pos i t i ve ) ' semi-
d e f i n i t e inner p roduc t ' . 
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In what follows we give one example of a semi-normed 
space where parallelogramme i d e n t i t y i s s a t i s f i e d , and hence 
t h e r e e x i s t s a s , d » i . p . inducing t h i s semi-norm, and another 
example of a semi-norm on a l i n e a r space which i s not induced 
by any semi-def in i te inner product . 
.EXAi\4PLE I , Consider a measure space (Xf/Of jJ.) where 
X i s a set,j<^ a <r^-ring on X and lia c r ' - f i n i t o measure* 
Let X^ = i f ^ ( X , ^ , i^) be the s e t of a l l complex-valued 
measurable functions on X for which / | f i dn- < <». Define 
2 1/2 ^ p ( f ) = [ / if | dii ] • Then we can e a s i l y see t ha t 
X 
p ( f ) >, o, p(af) = |ai p ( f ) , and using Minkowski's i nequa l i t y , 
p(fj,+ f2) S. pifj) '^P('^2^ * i»e« p i s a semi-norm on *^ • 
p ( f ) = o does not necessar i ly imply f = o. Infact f = o 
almost everywhere, hence p i s a proper semi-norm on ^ • 
Furthermore, p s a t i s f i e s the parallelogramme i d e n t i t y , i . e . 
p^(fl+ f2) +P^( f i - ^2^ = 2 £p^(f i ) +P^(f2)} • 
Hence by prop, (3.3) there must e x i s t a s . d . i . p . on H^ 
inducing p , which i s found to be gCf^ j^ , f2) ~ / ^1 ^2 ^^' 
EXAMPLE I I , Take 
C^= fx = ("^ ^ } • "^^ - '^ fo^ a l l '^ •^t a f i n i t e number"! K. p x<f :^:L Qf indices I 
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and 
Def ine 
2 i = i ^^ ^ 
Then p ,^ i s a p roper semi-norm on C , V z ^ - t ' . By t a k i n g 
t h e s p e c i a l case where x = i(^l,o, o , . . > and y = ( o , l , o , . . . ^ 
i n C° and z = C^ ^3_s- ^ 2 ' " * } in £ we see t h a t 
P^(y^Y) + P^(x-y) = 2 ( i 5 j + 1^21) ' 
whereas 
2[p^(x) + p^(y)] = 2( i^ , i |2+ l ^ p j ^ ) -
Thus the Jordan-Neumann c o n d i t i o n i s not s a t i s f i e d , and hence 
t h e r e does not e x i s t any s . d . i . p . on C induc ing p^* 
^ 4 . EXTENSION OF FTOKEN'S CONDITIONS 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we use p r o p . (3«3) ( e x t e n s i o n of 
Jordan-4N!eumann c o n d i t i o n ) f o r the r e a l pase t o ex tend 
F icken^s c o n d i t i o n ( [ 9 ] ( I I . 1 . 2 ) ) , t o semi-normed s p a c e s . 
I n the seque l we prove the fo l lowing : 
PROPOSITION ( 4 . 1 ) . (Ex tens ion of F i c k e n ' s c o n d i t i o n ) . 
A neces sa ry and s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n t h a t a semi-norm ' p 
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d e f i n e d on a r e a l l i n e a r space E i s induced by a ( p o s i t i v e ) 
s . d . i . p . i s that_j whenever p(x) = p(y) and a, p € JR, then 
p(ax + py) = p(px + a y ) . ( I I . 4 . 1 ) 
?3Q9I.' . .Necess i ty , Given a s . d . i . p . g on E such 
t h a t g (x ,x ) = p ( x ) . "Whenever p( x) = p(y) > 
p (ax + py) = g(ax + py , ax + py) 
= a^p^(x) + 2 apg(x ,y ) + P^p^(y) 
= a^p^(y) + 2 apg(x ,y ) + p^-p^(x) 
= g(px + ay , Px + ay) 
= p (px + a y ) . 
Sufficiency* To prove the sufficiency wo shall show 
that ti.e extended Ficken's condition (II.4.1) implies 
extended Jordan-^ l^eumann condition (11,3.15), which in turn 
is the sufficient condition for the existence of a s.d.i.p. 
on E. Following Ficken [9] we shall first prove a lemma 
and two corollaries in the present setting, from which the 
proof for sufficiency shall follow, 
LEMMA (4.2). Given (II.4.1), if p(x) = p(y) = p(-^) r 
then p(x-y) = o. 
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PROOF. ( i ) Vilhen p(x) = p(y) = o, then the r e s u l t i s 
o b v i o u s , and so we exclude t h i s p o s s i b i l i t y * 
( i i ) Using the g iven c o n d i t i o n and ( l l » 4 « l ) , and 
p r o c e e d i n g e x a c t l y as in [9J i t can be shown t h a t the r e l a t i o n 
p [ ( 2 n + l ) ( x - y ) -2y] = p(2y) ( I I . 4 , 2 ) 
i s t r u e fo r n = o , l , 2 , . « . , vvhich g ive s 
p (x -y ) < 1 ^ ] : ^ , for a l l n . 
Hence p(x-y) = o . / / / 
COROLLARY ( 4 . 3 ) . Vmenever p(x) ^ o, p(y) 4- o, and 
p(x+y) < p(x) + p ( y ) . ( I I . 4 . 3 ) 
PROOF. Let us take p( x) < p ( y ) , then 
p(x+y) = p[ ( x + p ( x ) y / p ( y ) ) ' + { p ( y ) - p ( x ) | y / p ( y ) ] 
^ l p f x + p ( x ) y / p ( y ) } + p(y) - p ( x ) . ( I I . 4 . 4 ) 
Now 
p £x + p ( x ) y / p ( y ) } 1 p(x) + p ( x ) . 
We shall show that as a consequence of lemma (4.2) the 
q^uality- does not hold in this case. For, if 
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p(x) = p {p(x)y/p(y)^ 
= p[ -i (x + p(x)y/p(y)| ], 
then by lemma (4.2) we must have 
p£x - p(x)y/p(y)| = o, 
which contradicts the hypothesis. Hence 
p l^ x + p(x)y/p(y) |- < 2 p(x) . 
Using this and (II.4.4) we got 
p(x-i-y) < p(x) + p(y). /// 
COROLLARY (4.4). For any x and y such that 
p(x-y) 4" o and any real r > o, there does not exist more 
than two distinct real values of t such that 
P £x + t(y-x)^ = r. (II.4.5) 
PROOF. ( i ) V/hen p(x) = o (or p(y) = o ) , using 
( I»4 .3 (a ) ) we got 
r = p £x + t ( y - x ) ] = p( ty) = | t | p ( y ) , 
or 
r = p | x + t ( y - x ) | = p t ( l - t ) x ' ^ = | l - t ) p ( x ) , 
and in each case there are tv\/o poss ib le values of t . 
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( i i ) When p(x) = p(y) = o, then p(x-y) = o, which 
c o n t r a d i c t s the hypothesis . 
( i i i ) When 
pCy/p(y) - x / p ( x ) | = o, 
and p(x) ^ Of p(y) ^ Oy then 
y = p(y)x/p(x) + " ^ » v r^here p("?0 = o» 
Then ( l l , 4 . 5 ) can be wr i t ten as 
r = p[x + t ( y - x ) ] 
= p[x + t l ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ - ^ ^ i x + t^] 
P(x ) 
= j i + {^Li±..znLxi \ t j . p(^). 
p(x) 
This i s s a t i s f i e d obviously,by two values of t , unless 
p(y) = p ( x ) , in which case p(x-y) = o, and t h a t con t rad ic t s 
t he hypothes is . 
( iv ) Let us therefore exclude these s i t u a t i o n s , v i z . 
p(x) = 0 or p(y) = o or p[y/p(y) -x /p (x ) ] = o, and then 
assume t h a t the r e s u l t i s f a l s e , i . e . among the vectors 
£ x + t ( y - x ) ' | two vectors "^and T] correspond to two d i s t i n c t 
va lues t-, and t 2 , and also a t h i r d vector ^ = ar] + ( l - a ) " ^ 
where o < a < 1, such tha t p(W) = p{f)) = p( ^ ) = r > o. 
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Since p( ^ ) 5^  o, p('n) j^ o and 
p [ f / p ( f ) -ri/p(r))] 
= l / p ( ^ ) p(^-Tl) 
= l / p ( ^ ) . itj_- tgl p(y-x) 5^  o. 
HencG by Cor. (4.3) 
pi^) < p(aT)) + p [ ( l - a ) ^ ] 
= ap(Ti) + ( l - a ) p(^ ) 
= p ( f ) 
which loads to a con t rad ic t ion . This proves the 
c o r o l l a r y , / / / 
Proof of Sufficiency; 
Given tha t p(ax + py) = p(Px + ay) whenever 
p (x) = p ( y ) . To show tha t 
p^(x+y) +p^(x-y) = 2 [p^( x) +p^(y)V . 
( i ) When p(x) = p(y) = 0, the proof i s t r i v i a l . 
( i i ) When p(yTx) = o ( t h i s includes the case 
pCy/pCy) - x /p(x)] = o ) , then y = x + ^ , where p( ^ ) = o, 
S u b s t i t u t i n g t h i s value of y and using ( l . 4»3 (a ) ) we see 
t h a t the r e s u l t r ead i ly fo l lows. 
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( i i i ) V'/hen p(y+x) = o , then y =:-.x + ^ where 
p ( ^ ) = o, and t h e r e s u l t follovv's as in ( i i ) . 
t 
(iv) Let us therefore exclude these situations and 
assume that p( x) ^ o, pCy) 4 o, p(y-x) 4 o and p(y+x) 4 o. 
The proof in this case follows exactly on the same lines as in 
[9]. 
Thus we have seen that in all cases (ll,3.15) is 
satisfied whenever (11.4.1) is satisfied. Hence (II.4.1), 
like (II.3.15), is a sufficient condition for the existence 
of a s.d.i.p. g on the semi-normed space E. /// 
By establishing prop. (4.1) we have, therefore, extended 
Ficken's condition to semi-normed spaces, thus obtaining 
another characterization of these spaces. 
§5. QTHER CHARACTERIZATIONS. 
Criteria (II.1.3) to (II.1.9) due to Lorch [l8] and 
Rakestraw [25] can also be seen to hold for semi-normed 
spaces. The proof in each case, like that of the extension 
of Ficken's condition, depends on showing its equivalence 
with the extended Jordan-Neumann condition CH.S.HJ.To avoid 
repetitions, we skip those proofs but state the extensions 
of these criteria as unders 
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PROPOSITION ( 5 . 1 ) . If E i s a SGmi-normGd space over 
a f i e l d IK (IK = B or (|^ , vJhich c o n t a i n s the r e a l numbers) , 
t h e n i t i s a s . d . i . p . space i f and only i f any one of the 
f o l l o w i n g s t a t e m e n t s hold; 
( i ) There e x i s t s a f i xed c o n s t a n t *^  d i f f e r e n t from 
0 and 1 such t h a t i f x , , X2f <c E and p(>^i) ~ p( ^2) ? 
t h e n 
p{-^X2+ X2) = p ( x ^ + y x 2 ) . ( I I . 5 . 1 ) 
(ii) If Xji, X2; ^ 3 € ^ such that p( Xj_) = p( X2) 
and X2+ X2+ Xo = Of then 
p(xi- ^2) = P(>^ 2'" ^ 3^* (II.5.2) 
(iii) If x.j^  X2» x^, x^ g E such that p(x-j^ ) = p( X2) > 
p(x-3) = p(xy,) and E x- = o, then 
-^  ^ i=l ^ 
p(xj^- X4) = p(x2- X3) 
and p(xj_- x,^ ) = p(x2- x^). (II.5.3) 
(iv) If XjL» X2f x^ € E, then 
4)(xj^ , X2, x^) = p (x-j^+ X2+ x^) + p {xj+ X2- x^) 
- p (x-i- X2~ Xo) ~p (^i"* ^2^ ^ 3^ (II.5.4) 
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i s independent of x^ . 
(v) I f x-,f X2 ^ E such t h a t p ( x , ) = p(x2) and 
a e IR such t h a t a ^ 0 , then 
p(axjL+ Xp/a) >, p(xj_+ X2) • ( I I . 5 . 5 ) 
n ( v i ) If X-,, X o j . . . , x _ £ E such t h a t Z x- = o, 
1 z n i = l ^ 
where n >, 3 , t hen 
I p ^ ( x . ~ X.) = 2n E p^ - (x . ) . ( 1 1 , 5 . 6 ) 
i?^j ^ ^ i = l ^ 
( v i i ) If n >. 3 , Xj_, X2»»««fX^€ E and aj^,a2» • • • »a^ € IR 
n 
such t h a t E a . = o, then 
1=1 
9 n 2 
p ( E a. x>) = - E a . a . p ( x . ~ x . ) * ( I I . 5 . 7 ) 
i = l ^ ^ K i < l < n ^ ^ ^ ^ 
We have thus seen that the characterizations of a 
Hilbert space due to Jordan-Neumann, Ficken, and several 
others [6] can be extended to semi-definite inner product 
spaces. We shall breifly come back to these characterizations 
when we study the topological properties of a s.d.i.p. space 
and its quotient space in the next and subsequent chapters. 
CHAPTER 111 
THE _QyOTIENJ__ SPACE 
1. INTRODUCT ION. 
The class of Hilbert spaces can be considered as the 
most important collection among the class of all Banach 
spaces. In view of the rich structure possessed by these 
spaces, they have been the subject of intense investigations 
by a host of mathematicians ever since the adveat of func-
tional analysis. Because of this^and on account of the nice 
geometry of these spaces, they have become an indispensible 
tool in formulating theoretical ideas of other diverse 
branches of science, and most particularly in laying the 
mathematical foundations of Quantum Mechanics as has been 
done by J. Von Neumann in early thirties. 
It is well-known that the norm defining the topology 
of a Hilbert space arises from an inner product function. 
It is therefore natural to consider the parallel situation 
where the 'semi-norm function' is generated by what is called 
a 'semi-inner product' (a Vi/eaker notion), which retains all 
the properties of an inner product except the condition of 
Hausdorffness. Such spaces arise quite naturally in the 
study of nuclear spaces, as also in relativistic mechanics, 
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It is, therefore, of interest to explore the situations^ in 
the absence of Hausdorff condition, where these spaces share 
the most important features of Hilbort spaces, as well ais, 
where the analogy breaks down completely. iVe have made a 
modest attempt to look into this question when the semi-
norm is actually generated by a semi-definite inner product. 
It has been shown th-dt while a good number of results can 
be carried over to those more general spaces, there are 
certain situations where the Hausdorff condition cannot 
simply be dispensed with. In the present chapter we shall 
confine ourselves mainly to those properties of Hilbert 
spaces which are carried over, with some m.odifications, to 
s.d.i.p. spaces. Some examples df such properties, estab-
lished here, are: the Jordan-Neumann characterization, the 
existence of an orthonormal system, Parseval identity, 
Riesz representation theorem, generalization of Hahn-Banach 
theorem and certain properties of finite dimensional spaces. 
The approach adopted in most of the problems dealt 
with, is through taking the quotient space E = E/Ker p# 
We, therefore, start with the study of this space. 
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§ 2 . THE_ QUQT_IENXAPACE, 
( a ) . Given a l i n e a r space E wi th semi-norm p , i t 
i s obvious t h a t Ker p i s a c l o s e d subspace of E. Consider 
t h e q u o t i e n t space E = E/Ker p = | ' x i x = x + ker p\ t 
and the canon ica l mapj 
(j)^  : E -—> Ep ( 1 1 1 . 2 . 1 ( a ) ) 
g i v e n by 
(j) (x) = X + Ker p =1c e E . ( l l l , 2 , l ( b ) ) 
P P 
Def ine a map "p s E "—-> M_^ by t a k i n g 
p (x) = p ( x ) , ( I I I . 2 . 2 ) 
where x i s a r e p r e s e n t a t i v e of Ic. Then p does not 
depend upon the choice of' x . F o r , x , , X2 being r e p r e s e n -
t a t i v e s of x" imply t h a t x , - X2 6 Ker p ==> p( x , - X2) = 0 
==> p(xj_) = p ( x 2 ) . R e c a l l the r e s u l t ( [ 3 0 ] , . T h e o . l , p . 9 6 ) ; 
' t h e q u o t i e n t space of any serai-normod space E by a c losed 
subspace S i s a normed s p a c e , which i s complete i f E i s 
c o m p l e t e . F u r t h e r , the map <j) : E —> E / S , ^ (|)( x) = x + S 
i s a n a t u r a l homomorphism^which i s con t inuous and open*• 
S i n c e Ker p i s a c losed subspace of E, the above r e s u l t 
h o l d s in the p r e s e n t s e t t i n g a l s o * p given by ( I I I . 2 . 2 ) , 
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defines a norm on E $ for p (0) = 0; and p (x) 5=0 «=> 
p(x) = 0 for all representatives x of x ==> x = Ker p=o. 
Other properties being obviously satisfied. Hence all these 
facts lead to the following: 
PROPOSITION(2.1), Given a semi-normed space (E,p). 
^i) The quotient space E' = E/Ker p is a normed 
space with norm p given by p (x) = p (x), V x represen-
ting X. 
(ii) The map ^^ : E •^ 2^ 2-.> g defined by ^l^ix) = x 
P P P 
i s a na tu ra l homomorphism which i s continuous and open. 
( b ) . Following topologies are defined on E : 
( i ) Norm topology ^^ generated by the norm 'p on 
E as defined in ( I I I . 2 . 2 ) , 
{.ii) Quotient topology *Za' This i s the f i n e s t topology 
on E with respect to which the canonical map ^ i s 
cont inuous . ^ i s generated by the norm | | x l l = | | x + S I I 
= inf p(x+y), where S i s the closed subspace with respec t 
y^s 
t o which the quot ient i s t aken . But in t h i s case S = Ker p , 
then (( x II = p (x) = p ( x ) , i . e . the two topologies % and 
^ a re the same. Thus (J) i s continuous in the norm 
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topology i,^ as well, which is otherwise also obvious from 
the relation $ ((|) (x)) = p Cx) = p( x) • 
We recall the well-known result [SO] that for a T.V.S. 
E, a subspace S C E is closed if and only if E/S is 
Hausdorff in its quotient topology. In our case, closedness 
of Ker p implies that E is Hausdorff in its quotient 
topology, (so also in the norm topology). 
In respect of the completeness of E we establish 
P 
t h e fo l lov/ ing; 
PROPOSnION ( 2 . 2 ) . I f E i s complete in the s emi -
norm topology then E i s complete in the q u o t i e n t topology 
( o r norm t o p o l o g y ) , and hence a Banach s p a c e . The converse 
a l s o h o l d s . 
PROOF. Take an a r b i t r a r y Cauchy sequence C'x„ ) in E , 
i . e . g iven £ > o ^ n^ $ p (x -'x^^) < £ for m,n 2 n^ . 
Take any x. as r e p r e s e n t a t i v e e lement of "x. , then 
P^^m" ^n^ "^  P ^^m~ ^n^ "^"^ ^^ m*" '^n^ "^^ ' ^ ° ^ ^*^ - "^o* 
Thus (x ) i s a Cauchy sequence i n E, and s i n c e E i s 
c o m p l e t e , (^n^ must converge to a p o i n t x € E, i . e # 
g i v e n € > o 3 "o ^ P^^n" ^ ^ ^^ ^"^^ "^  2. "o* ^^^ 
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X = X + Ker p, them ^ C^ ^^ - x) = $ (x^ -^ x) = p( x^- x) <t. 
for n >, n^, or i'^^) converges to 1<C E , thereby 
showing that E is complete in the norm topology.-
The proof for the converse runs on exactly similar 
lines. /// 
The relation of a s.d.i.p. space with its quotient 
space is exhibited by the following results 
PROPOSITION (2.3). If E is a s.d.i.p. space, then 
E is an inner product space, and conversely. 
PROOF. Let g be the s.d.i.p. on E.- Define a 
mapping "g i E X E —-> (j; by 
g (x, "y) = g(x,y), (III.2.3) 
where x and y are any r ep re sen t a t i ve s of Ic and y 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . This mapping i s well defined and does not 
depend upon the choice of x and y . For, l e t x, y be 
another pa i r of r ep resen ta t ive elements of x, y respec-
t i v e l y , then p( x-x ) = p(y-y ) = o, and |g (x ,y) *g(x,'' y) i 
= !g(x,y-y ) +g(x-x, y ' ) i = o , as each one of g(x,y-y ' ' ) and 
g ( x - x , y ) i s zero , i . e . g(x ,y) = g(x , y ) . Furthermore, 
g (x ,x ) = o ==> g(x,x) = 0 ==> p (x) = c , ¥x ==> 'x = 0. The 
remaining p r o p e r t i e s , t o show t h a t g" i s an inner product, 
can e a s i l y be v e r i f i e d . 
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ConversGly, given an i n n e r p roduc t g on E i defino 
a raapping g : E X E -—-> CJ; by 
g (x ,y ) «= g ( x , y ) . ( I I I . 2 , 4 ) 
Then it is easy to show that g(x,y) = "gTyT^ a^ d^ 
g( %X,Y) =;?vg(x,y)» Furthermore, g(x,y) = g(x',y) for 
X and X being the representatives of the same class 'x. 
Hence g( x-x ,y) = o or g('^jy) = o, ¥y whenever 
^ <£ Ker p. Thus g is a s.d.i.p. on E. /// 
REMARKS (2.4)• (i) Proposition (2,2) is not true in 
the general setting when the quotient is taken by any closed 
subspace S, e.g. E/S may be complete even if E is not 
(see [30] problem 2, p.97). 
(ii) (|) is not a homoomorphism as it is not 1-1. 
(iii) If d is the semi-metric on E defined by 
d(x,y) = p(x-y)f then E is a metric space with metric 
d given by d (x,y) = d(x,y). 
(iv) If in addition E is a complete s.d.i.p* space, 
then as a consequence of propositions (2.2) and (2.3), E 
is a Hilbert space. Conversely, if E is a Hilbert space 
P 
then, not only a s.d.i.p. exists on the serai-normed space 
E, but also it will be complete in the semi-norm topology. 
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i3. CRITERION FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A s.d>i*p; 
Q^ LA,jSEjV[IriJORMED SPACE; 
DE-FIMXIIPM (3.1) • A complete s.d.i.p. space will 
be called a somi-Hilbert space* 
Jordan-Neumann condition and many other equivalent 
characterizations of Hilbert spaces have already been 
extended for the s.d.i.p. spaces in Chapter II by using 
purely algebraic techniques. The same results can be 
arrived at, in a much more simple and elegant manner, by 
using the technique of quotient space. As an illustration, 
we indicate hero an alternative proof of the extension of 
Jordan-Neumann condition [!!• Prop. 3.3]. 
PROPOSIT ION (3.2). In order that the semi-norm p 
on a linear space E be induced by a s.d.i.p., it is 
necessary and sufficient that p satisfies the parallelo-
gramme identity, viz. 
p2(x+y) + p^(x-y) = 2 [p^(x) + p^(y)^ • 
PROOF« The semi-norm p on E gives rise to the 
norm 'p on E as defined in (III.2,2). In order that 
an inner product g' may exist on E , according to Jordan-
P 
Neumann condition, it is necessary and sufficient that the 
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norm p satisfies the parallelogramme identity, viz« 
-^^(x+y) + p^ 'Cx-y) = 2 (g^Cx) + ^ ^ y ) | . , (III.3.1) 
Now, as shown in p r o p . ( 2 . 3 ) , the i n n e r p roduc t g 
on E s h a l l induce a s . d . i . p t g on E g e n e r a t i n g the semi -
norm p , which, i n t u r n , has t o s a t i s f y a c o n d i t i o n s i m i l a r 
t o ( I I I . 3 . 1 ) . And obvious ly t h i s i s the r e q u i r e d p a r a l l e l o -
gramme i d e n t i t y . / / / 
^ 4 , QRTHONORMAk_SYSTEIvlS. 
E being a v e c t o r space , t h e e x i s t e n c e of a Hamol 
ba^sis in E i s always e n s u r e d , i . e . t h e r e e x i s t s a s e t S 
of l i n e a r l y independent v e c t o r s of E which g e n e r a t e E, 
such t h a t every x € E has a unique r e p r e s e n t a t i o n as a 
l i n e a r combinat ion of a f ' i n i t e number of e l emen t s of S . 
As r e g a r d s the or thonormal b a s i s and Schauder expans ion we 
e s t a b l i s h the fo l lowing r e s u l t s 
PROPQS IT ION ( 4 . 1 ) . In a s e m i - H i l b e r t space E 
t h e r e e x i s t s an or thonromal b a s i s {e^X . A being an 
index s e t , i . e . Vx ^ E 
X r<jZ g ( x , e ) e , 
and 9i<^o,t%) = ^cc6' 3 «» P ^ ^ • ( 1 1 1 , 4 . l ) 
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PROOF, If p is thG semi-norm induced by the 
s.d.i.p.gy then by propositions (2«2) and (2;3) the quotient 
space E with inner product g (and norm p) is a Hilbert 
space. Hence there exists an orthonormal basis ie^T 
in Ep 3 V- X € E , 
X = 2 ^ g{x,B^) ^^i §(e^,e^) = %^, a,p£-A , (111.4.2) 
Now ( I I I « 4 « 2 ) means t h a t ¥ £ > o 3 a f i n i t e s u b s e t 
AoCAsuch t h a t f o r a l l f i n i t e s u b s e t s A c A wi th A ^ C A 
one has 
P ( x - l g (x , e ) e' 1 < e , 
i , e . p ( x - E ^ g (x , e ) e 1 < £ , 
where e . = e« + Ker p E q u i v a l e n t l y we may w r i t e 
X'vS , g ( x , e ) e . Fu r the rmore , by ( I I I * 2 » 3 ) , g (e , e,.) 
aef\ «•- a u p 
== g (e„» ©a) - ^ „ o * / / / 
REMARKS (4.2). (i) Since in the Hilbert space E„ 
"' P 
for any given x^ E the set fe^: g(x, e^) 4 o^ is 
countable, say /e^ 1 , therefore (1X1,4,2) can be written 
as 
oo 
x = 2 g (e ,x) e : g (e.. ,e.) = b... (111,4,3) 
„_i n n 1 J ij 
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Corresponding r e s u l t in a scmi-Kilbert space may be s ta ted 
as follows : 
' I n a semi-Hilbert space E there e x i s t s an o r t ho -
normal basis ( e „ 1 , and any x ^ E can be expanded as 
X/v Z g ( x , e . ) o. ; g ( e . , e . ) = S . . * ( I I I . 4 . 4 ) 
J_.n 1 1 1 J I J 
(ii) If E is separable, then this orthonormal 
system becomes a Schauder basis. 
NOTE; A number of results in Hilbert spaces per-
taining to orthonormal sots (see eg, [28] p.252-255) can be 
extended to semi-Hilbert spaces# The proof in each case is 
very straight forward using the technique of quotient space. 
For ex-ample, Bessel's inequality holds good here in the 
following form: 
Bessel's Inequalityt If in a semi-4iilbert space E, 
•f ®A¥^  ^® ^^ orthonormal set, then for any x ^  E 
^ "i acA 
S lg(x,e„)l^ < p^(x). 
§5* FUNCTIONALS ON E. 
Let E be a s#d.i.p. space on ^, For a fixed vector 
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y a E, we define"^  a mapping f : E > (j: by 
fy(x) =g(x,y), V-xg E. (III.5il) 
It is easy to see that f is a continuous linear func-
tional on E. The functional is defined modulo null vectors 
in the sense that y and y+"^ > where p( "^ ) = o, define 
the same functional f , and also that f (x+"^ ) = f (x)» 
Furthermore, wo shall show that, as in the case of a Hilbert 
space, every functional on a semi-Hilbort space arises in 
this manner* 
PROPOSITION (5.1). Let f be an arbitrary func-
tional on a semi-Hilbort space E. Then there exists a 
unique vector y 6 E, modulo null vectors, such that 
f(x) = g(x,y), Vx 6 E-
PROOF. The quotient space E , by prop. (2.3), is 
a HilbeBt space. We define f : E > ^  3 f(x) s= f(x). 
Where x is any representative element of x. Then f is 
well defined, and is infact a linear functional on E . 
v 
Hence by Riesz representation theorem, there exists a 
unique vector 9 ^ '^n ^  ^ ^^^ =* g(x,y), V^ x^  e E . Let 
now y be any representative element of y, then 
f ix) ~ fCx) = g('x,'y) = g(x,y), Vx^C E, where y is unique 
modulo null vectors. /// 
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This p r o p o s i t i o n i s t hus an e x t e n s i o n of Riosz r e p r e -
sent .Tt icn theorGm t o s . d . i . p . s p a c e s . 
I t i s well-known t h a t the fo l lowing form of Hahn-
Banach theorem i s t r u e for semi-normed spaces [SO], which 
i s reproduced hero along wi th some of i t s c o r o l l a r i e s . 
PSQP^.njO?! ( 5 . 2 ) , Le t S be a subspace of a l i n e a r 
space E w i th semi-norm p , and f a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l on 
S such t h a t ! f ( a ) | <, p ( a ) , V-a ^ S . Then t h e r e e x i s t s 
a.n excenGien F of f which i s a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l on the 
whole sp--iue B \¥\A) \ < -pia) f o r a l l a ^ E. 
.Q2B£LLARY ( 5 , 3 ) . If a ^ S, t h e r e e x i s t s a l i n e a r 
f u n c t i o n a l f def ined on E wi th f ( a ) = 1, f ( x ) = o, 
V<?t t S and H f |! = l / d f a , S ) , where d ( a , S ) = i n f p ( a - x ) , 
X6 S 
COROLLARY (5 ,4 )« • I f for a c 5» p(a) 4 o , then t h e r e 
e x i s t s a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l f on E wi th f ( a ) = p (a ) 
and !| f !i = 1 . 
f 6 , SEMI-HILBER_T_IZABj.E_.SEjylJ_-^ LORijS.. 
In t h i s s e c t i o n wo s h a l l s tudy the c l a s s of semi-norms 
which a re s e m i - H i l b e r t i z a b l e , i . e . o b t a i n a b l e from a s . d . i . p . 
o r , in more g e n e r a l t e r m s , the c l a s s of t h o s e semi-norms 
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which are equivalent to the semi-Hi lber t izable semi-norms. 
In t h i s connection we e s t a b l i s h the followings 
PROPOSIglQN ( 6 . 1 ) . All maps p on a vector space 
E, which are obtained from l i n e a r maps f : E, > E2 
where E2 i s a Hi lber t space, and p( x) = II f(x)ll , are 
semi-HiIber t ian semi-norms. 
PROOF. The map p i s a semi-norm on E-j^ . For 
( i ) pC f^t-y) = II f()d-y)|l < p(x) + p ( y ) , 
Cii) p(ax) = 11 f(ax)! | = lal jl f(x)ll = jaj p ( x ) , 
( i i i ) If p(x) = o, then |1 f ( x ) | | = o which does not 
n e c e s s a r i l y imply tha t x = o. 
From the defini t iOi . of p i t follows t h a t 
p^(>c^y) +p2(x-y) = II f(>d-y)|F+ |1 f(x-y)!l^ 
= 2 { | i f ( x ) i P - f II f (y ) | | 2} 
= 2 { p 2 ( x ) + p 2 ( y ) | . 
Thus p is generated by a s.d.i.p. on E-,, and g:Ej^ X E^—>\^ 
can be defined by g(x, y) = <f(x), f(y)>, where <.,,> is 
the inner product on E2. Thus we get p(x) =1 g(x,x)| . 
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As fo r the comple teness , l e t (x^) be a Cauchy 
sequence i n E,» Then for every & > o, '3 n^ > o "5 m,n >; n^ 
imply e > p ( x ^ - x j = II f (x^) - f(Xj^)|l, i . e . < f ( x ^ ) ) i s 
a Cauchy sequence in Eg* S ince E2 i s comple te , i t 
f o l lows t h a t (^fix )) i s c o n v e r g e n t . The l i m i t can be 
t a k e n as f ( x ) fo r some x ^ E , . Completeness of p 
f o l l o w s from the r e l a t i o n , p( Xn" ^^ ~ ^^  -^^^n^ - f (x) | l—> o . / / / 
As a s p e c i a l case of t h i s r e s u l t v/e e s t a b l i s h the 
s e m i - H i l b e r t i n a b i l i t y of semi-norms g e n e r a t e d by l i n e a r 
/ • 
f u n c t i o n a l s f € E s 
PROPOSITION ( 6 . 2 ) . A l l semi-norms on a v e c t o r space 
E, which a re o b t a i n e d from l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s , a r e semi-
H i l b e r t i a n . 
PROOF, I f f t E, then p : E —> IR^ def ined by 
p ( x ) - | f ( x ) i i s a p roper semi-norm. The mapping 
g : E X E —> CJ; ^ g ( x , y ) = f ( x ) fTyJ i s a s . d . i . p . on 
E which induces pf for p(x) = i f ( x ) l = | f ( x ) TTx) |-^^^ 
= |g(x ,x) | - ' - '^^ , V x € E. 
Next l e t <^  X ) be a Cauchy sequence in E,' i . e . 3 
" o ^ ^ ' ^ P^^n*" ^m^ ^^ ^ ° ^ "^fi^'Z i^o* Sii^c® ^ ^ P^ ^n*" ^m^ 
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= l f (x^ - x j l = lf(x„) - f ( x ^ ) ! > l l f (x^ ) l - l f ( x j ! l , i t 
follows tha t C^^^n^ ^ ±s a Cauchy sequence in IR • 
Completeness of IR implies t h a t -^  a unique element in 
m which i s the l imi t of CfCx^^)) ' . We may c a l l i t f ( x ) , 
so t ha t f (X ) —> f ( x ) . Now for the sequence (*C x^) we have 
p ( x - x^) = l f ( x - x ^ ) | = | f (x) - f ( x ^ ) l <^ , for n > ft^ 
That i s to say t h a t C x_ "> i s convergent. / / / 
In addi t ion to a lgebra ic cha rac t e r i za t i ons we present 
here yet another cha rac te r i za t ion of semi-Hilbert spaces, 
considered as topological spaces . This i s a genera l i za t ion 
of a r e s u l t due to Kakutani [ 1 6 ] . 
PROPOSITION ( 6 . 3 ) . For a complete semi-normed space 
E to be a semi-Hilbert space, i t i s necessary and su f f i c i en t 
t h a t the following condition i s s a t i s f i e d : V closed subspace 
MC E and a funct ional f € M (the topologica l dual) B 
a unique extension f € E of f such tha t the mapping 
-y : M —> E given by ><d>(f) = f i s an isometr ic 
isomorphism onto i t s image. 
PROOF. Necess i ty . 
•X-
To every f € M there corresponds a mapping 
F : M •—> ^ on the closed subspace M = M/Ker p of the 
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= I f (x„ - x j l = if(x„) - . f ( x j | > i l f (x r , ) | - I f C x J i U i t 
fol lows tha t (^f(x„) } i s a Cauchy sequence in 2B • 
Completeness of IR implies t h a t -J a unique element in 
IR which i s the l imi t of Cf(>«n)) • ''^'^^ '^s.y c a l l i t f (x ) , 
so t h a t f(Xj^) "—> f(x)» Now for the sequence <*: x^) we have 
p ( x - x^) = | f ( x - x ^ ) | = | f (x) -f(xj^)l <e , for n > »^ 
That i s to say tha t <C x 1> is convergent* / / / 
In addi t ion to a lgebraic cha rac te r i za t ions we present 
here yet anothST charac te r i za t ion of semi~Hilbert spaces , 
considered as topological spaces . This i s a genera l i za t ion 
of a r e s u l t due to Kakutani [ l 6 ] . 
PROPOSITIOM ( 6 . 3 ) . For a complete semi-normed space 
E to be a semi-Hilbert space, i t is necessary and suff ic ier 
t h a t the following condition i s s a t i s f i e d : V closed subspac 
MC E and a funct ional f <£" M ( the topologica l dual) i 
^ -X-
a unique extension f e E of f such t h a t the mapping 
<y . j/j —> E given by -^Cf) = f i s an isometr ic 
isomorphism onto i t s image. 
PROOF. Necess i ty . 
To every f € M there corresponds a mapping 
F : M —> (| on the closed subspace M = M/Ker p of the 
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H i l b e r t space E given by 
FCX) = f (x)^ V x ^ M i ( I I I l 6 i l ) 
F is well defined* and F 6 M • By [l6] F has a unique 
norm preserving extension F <s E • Thus for x £ M , 
?(x) = F(l^ ) and H F I U = || F |L , (III.6*2) 
P P 
and the mapping F —-> F i s an isometr ic isomorphism [ 1 6 ] . 
F induces a mapping f : E —> (f such tha t 
f (x) = Y ( x ) . • (111 .6 .3(a ) ) 
Obviously f i s continuous and l i n e a r . Also Vx 6 M 
'f(x) = ^ ( x ) = F(x) = f ( x ) . (111.6 .3(b)) 
Thus f i s an extension of f. Moreover, 
il f IIM== ^"P { l^ ^^ l^ s X 6 M, p(x) < 1} 
« Sup i }F(x)j I x.f M„, p(x) < l\ 
= IIP MM 
P 
= llF HE 
P 
= Sup t I F C ^ ) ! S X t Ep, p($) < 1} 
= Sup { l ? ( x ) | t X ^ E, p(x) < 1^ 
= l l T l l g . (III .6.4) 
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The uniqueness of f fo l lows e a s i l y from ( I I I . 6 . 2 ; above. 
A l s o , the l i n e a r i t y of t he mapping ^ i M —> E 5 Y ( f ) = fj 
f € M , fo l lows frorA the f a c t t h a t the a s s o c i a t e d mapping 
' y s M —> E where ^^ ( F ) = F , F e M , i s l i n e a r by 
Kakutaf t i ' s theorem [ l 6 j . 
S u f f i c i e n c y . 
Let M be a c losed subspace of E and M be the 
co r r e spond ing c lo sed subspace of E such t h a t (|)(M) = M 
where <J) : E •—-> E, i s t he q u o t i e n t map. For f € I\/L, t h e r e 
e x i s t s f < M* such t h a t f ( x ) = f ( x ) , x e M. By the 
g i v e n assumpt ion , f has a unique e x t e n s i o n t o an F ^ E 
w i t h II f li = II F II . Define F £ E* by F ( X ) = F ( X ) , 
P 
X f E, For X e M . F ( X ) == F ( X) = f ( X) = f Cx), so t h a t 
F i s an e x t e n s i o n of f. Tha t F i s unique and t h a t 
II F II = H f II, fo l lows from t h e co r respond ing p r o p e r t i e s 
of f and F , T h i s completes the p roof . / / / 
I t i s a w e l l known f a c t t h a t a l l norms on a f i n i t e 
d imens iona l v e c t o r space are e q u i v a l e n t . T h i s , hov^evev, 
i s not t r u e fo r semi-norms, which i s e a s i l y i l l u s t r a t e d by 
t a k i n g two semi-norms p ( x , y ) =^ | x | and q ( x , y ) = jyl on 
2 
IR , which arc not equivalent. 
^ 9 -
However we have the . f o l l owing r e s u l t °, 
PROPOSITION ( 6 . 4 ) . Every semi-norm on a f i n i t -
d imens iona l space E i s e q u i v a l e n t t o a semi-norm g e n e -
r a t e d by a s e m i - d e f i n i t e i n n e r p roduc t 
PROOF. I f p : E •—> IFl^ i s a semi-norm on E 
t h e n E i s a normed space w i th norm p ^ where p(x) = 
p ( x ) , and X = X + Ker p . S ince dim E = n < " , '^ an 
isomorphism ^ : E —-> IR*^. Define a mapping q : E —•>3R 
g iven by 
q(x) = | iY(x ) i l n^ 
where II • II „ ^^ '^^^ Euc l idean norm on i f . I t i s easy 
t o see t h a t q i s a norm on E , and t h e r e f o r e i t i s 
e q u i - ' a l e n t t o a l l o the r ^orms. Thus t h e r e e x i s t p o s i t i v e 
r e a l numbers K, and K2 H> 
\ p(x) < q(x) < K 2 ' p ( x ) , Vx e E^. ( I I I . 6 . 5 ) 
For any x ^ E, def ine a mapping q : E —> IR^ by q( x) 
= q ( x ) . Let q(x) = o , then q(x) = o , which i n t u r n 
i m p l i e s t h a t | ! ^ ( x ) | | ^ = o ==> Ap (^) = o ==> x = o, i . e . 
X e Ker p . Th i s l eads to t h e c o n c l u s i o n t h a t 
Ker q" C Ker p . ( I l l , 6 . 6 ) 
-so-
on the other hand, if K € Ker p, then obviously x = 'o, 
and therefore ^ i'x) = o (as ^\^ is an isomorphism) ==> q (x) 
= q(x) = IWCx)!}^ = o ==> X t Ker q, which implies that 
Ker p C Ker q\ (III.6.7) 
From (111.6,6) and ( I I I ,6*7) i t follows tha t Ker p = Ker q', 
and hence p and q are equivalent [ l 4 ] , 
I t remains to prove t h a t q i s semi-Hilbert ian# 
Define functions f,: E X E -—> E X E^ and f^ : E X E —> (f 
1 P P 2 p p ^ 
by f i ( x , y ) = i7t,y); f2(x,y) = < ' Y ( x ) , ^ ( ? ) > „ , where 
<• , .>„ denotes the Euclidean sca l a r product on (j: . Thus 
the composite function F = f20 f-,; E X E —> (f i s given 
by 
F(x,y) = f^l f i ( x , y ) ] = f2(x ,y) = <'^(x) , ' H ' ( y » n . 
Following computation shows t h a t F defines a s . d . i . p . on 
E : F i s l i n e a r in the f i r s t e n t r y ; for 
F(xiL+ ^2»y^ ~ ^2 { l^^ l^"*" ^2* y^} 
= <^ix^-^ X2),^4^(y)>„ 
= < ^ ( $ l ) , H ' ( ? ) > n + < ^ ( x 2 ) , ^ ( y ) > n 
= F(x.,^,y) + F(x2> y ) . 
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On the other hand, if x e Ker p, then obviously x « 'o^  
and therefore ^ f Cx) = o (as *p is an isomorphism) ==> q (x) 
= q(x) = iKf (x)ll^  = o => X t Ker q^  which implies that 
Ker p C Ker q'. (III«6.7) 
From (111.6,6) and ( I I I . 6 . 7 ) i t follows tha t Ker p = Ker q', 
and hence p and q are equivalent [ l 4 ] • 
I t remains to prove t h a t q i s semi-Hilbert ian# 
Define functions f,: E X E -—> E X E and f^ ,; E X E —> (JP 
X P P •^  P P 
by fi(^,y) = r x , y ) ; fa^^'V^ = < ' ? ( x ) , ^ ( y ) > ^ . Where 
<•,*> denotes the gucl^-dean sca la r product on ({; • Thus 
the composite function F = f20 f•!_: E X E —> (J)" i s given 
by 
F(x,y) = f s i ^ ' ^ y ^ l = ^2^^'y) = < ^ ( x ) , ' y ( y ) > ^ . 
Following computation shows t h a t F defines a s « d . i . p . on 
E : F i s l i n e a r in the f i r s t entryf for 
F(xi+ X2,y) = f2{^l^^l-^ ^^2' y^} 
<- / * ^ •^ "^ \ 
= ^2^^l'*" ^2* ^^ 
= <'^(xj^+ X2) , ^ r (y )>n 
= < ' y ( x p , ^ ( y ) > ^ + <^(x2),>H^(y)>^ 
= F(xjL,y) + F(x2» y ) . 
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Also F(ax,y) = fgCocx, y) 
= <'*f(ax),My)>n 
= a <^r(x),^f (y)>^ 
= a F(x,y). 
Next we show that F(y,x) = pTxTyT : 
F(y,x) = f2(y,x) 
= <'H-'(y),'V(x)>^ 
- < ^ C ^ ) , ^(y)>, n 
= FTTryJ. 
1/2 
The fact that q^  (x) = q(x) = llY(x)lrj= <^( x) ,'Y(x)>^ 
= |F(x,x)j , ¥x € E implies that q' is semi-
Hilbertian, /// 
As is obvious from the results established in this 
chapter, the. quotient space technique is ubiquitous by 
virtue of its playing an important role in obtaining 
several algebraic^as well as topological characterizations 
of semi-Hilbert Spaces,in addition to yeilding results in 
this setting analogous to those in Banach and Hilb^ spaces 
CHAPTgR IV 
THE TOPOLOGICAL DUAL AND REFLEXiyiTY 
% 1 , BITRODUCTION. 
In Chapter II and III we dealt with a class of 
properties of Hilbert-spaces which are extendible to 
complete s.d.i.p. spaces* However, on the other hand, 
there are a number of properties of Hilbert (Banach) spaces 
which either fail to get extended, or sometimes carry no 
meaning at all in the context of s.d.i.p. (semi-normed) 
spaces. It is infact this class of properties which makes 
the independent study of such spaces meaningful. The nature 
of topological dual and bidual of s.d.i.p. spaces is studied 
in this chapter, which shall be seen to differ signifi-
cantly from those of Hilbert spaces. 
* 
It has been shown here that the topological dual E 
of a semi-normed space (E,p) is a Banach space and that 
it is isometrically isomorphic to the topological dual of 
the quotient space E^= E/K^r p.This appears to be a very 
significant result, and one of its obvious consequences is 
that E cannot be reflexive. In case of s.d.i.p. spaces, 
contrary to Hilbert spaces, it has been shown that not only 
they are not, in general, reflexive but infact, where the 
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semi-norm i s gene ra t ed by a l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l , even the 
r e l a t i o n E C E does not h o l d . As a m a t t e r of f a c t , 
t h e n o t i o n of r e f l e x i v i t y does not seem to mal<?e sense i n 
t h i s s e t t i n g . 
§ 2 . TOPOLOGICAL_.DUAL. 
Let E be a l i n e a r space and g a s . d . i . p . def ined 
on E. Let p be the semi-norm on E induced by g . The 
t o p o l o g i c a l dua l ( i . e . the s e t of a l l con t inuous l i n e a r 
f u n c t i o n a l s f t E -—> Cp) i s denoted by E . 
PROPOSITION ( 2 . 1 ) . E"^  i s a Banach space wi th norm 
p ' ( f ) =^  sup { | f ( x ) | : p(x) < 1 | . 
PROOF. It is easy to show that p is a norm on 
* E . To e s t a b l i s h the comple teness of the normed space 
(.E ,p ) t ake a Cauchy sequence <fy^> i n E . Then for 
each X e? E, ( f j ^ ( x ) ) i s a Cauchy sequence of s c a l a r s ; 
f o r 
I f ^ (x ) - f ^ ( x ) l = i ( f^- f „ ) ( x ) i < p ( f ^ - f ^ ) p ( x ) . ( I V . 2 . 1 ) 
Define f on E by t a k i n g f (x) = l im f„(x). , . . V-x £ E. 
n—>co " 
Then f()cfy) = l im fn( x+y) = l im {f^ix) +f^iY)} = f ( x ) + f ( y ) , 
n—>oo n—->co 
and l im {Afj^(x)}= A l im f^( x ) - •> f ( x ) , That i s to say 
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thatj f is linear. Also f is continuous; for Cf^ ^  f 
being a Cauchy sequence, is norm bounded, viz. 3 ^ number 
M > o 5 P'(fn^ "^ ^^^ ^^' ^^®^ kn^^^' ^ P^^^n^ P^ ^^  "^  
M p(x) for all n and all x ==> lf(x)l ^ M p(x) for 
all xo 
Finally f^ —^> f. For, if p(x) <. 1, then 3 a 
positive integer N > r,s >_ N imply that | f (x) -f_(x)| < 
£• o Letting r •—> «> we get if(x) ~f„(x)l <& , for 
all s >, Ny and therefore p'(f-f^) < e , for all s >. N./// 
yie know that the quotient space E is a normed 
space with norm p given by p (x) == p(x), x <g: E , and 
x is any member of xe Lot E be the topological dual 
of E , then the relation between E and E is given 
P P 
by: 
PfiSEQSJLiQH (2.2). The topological dual of a s.d.i.p, 
space (E,g) is isometrically isomorphic to the topological 
dual of the quotient space E , i.e. E ^ £„» ^ P is 
the semi-norm induced by g. 
PROOF * To establish this result we show that there 
exists a 1-1 linear map (t*, mapping E onto E which 
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* is also an isomGtry. For any f C E define 
Cl)(f) = f 5 f(x) = f(x). (IV.2.2) 
Then ^^ (f) is well-defined. For, if y 7^  x be another 
member of x"? then y-x <£ Ker p. Thus f(y) = f(x) 
(= f(xj). Furthermore, linearity of f follows from the 
following; f(ax+py) = f(a>d-py) = af(x) +pf(y) = af(x)+pf(y). 
To establish the continuity, consider a sequence 
C X > —-> o in E . Then the corresponding sequence 
( X > in E has 0 as one of its limit points, and 
f(xj^ ) = f(x^), V-n. As f(xj^ ) — > o, continuity of f 
follows. 
Vi/e have thus shown that c|)(f) = f is a continuous 
linear functional on E .  i.e. (t)(f) = f- € E . The fact 
F P 
that every continuous linear functional on E is obtainable 
P 
in this way follows from arguments similar to the above. 
Thus Cj) : E —-> E is a 1-1 onto map whose linearity is 
P 
obvious. 
Let p'' be the norm on E . Then p'(f) = ' 
s-f(if($)| : g (^ ) < 1} = sup { |f(x)i I p(x) < 1} = p(f). 
==> p''((l)(f)) = p(f), where p' is the norm on E . This 
shows that the map ^ % E*—> ^ 9 (|)(f) = f is an 
isometry. /// 
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§3. NON-REFLEXJYITY. 
For the bidual E of E we establish the following 
result: 
PROPOSIT ION (3.1). For a semi-normed space (E,p) 
the subspace Ker p is of finite codimension if and only 
if E (and E ') is finite dimensional, and in this case 
Cod (Ker p; = dim E = dim E . 
To prove it we establish the following: 
LEM\4A (3,2). A closed ^ subspace M of a s.d.i.p. 
space (E,g) is of finite codimension, say n,pif and only 
if 3 n linearly independent functionals f,,f^,...,f in 
* n X ^ n 
E such that M = /^ Kor f. . 
i=l ^ 
PROOF. (I) Necessity, If Cod M = n < «>, then we 
can write E = M (3? N where N is an n-dimensional linear 
subspace of E. Let |e. I "^  be a Hamel basis for N, 
^ ^ * i=l 
n 
Then for any x ^ E we can write x = y + I a,-©,-
1=1 ^ ^ 
whe re Y c M and a.€ ^» Define linear functionals 
{ fJ } on E by the relation 
i=l 
fj^ (x) = a^ for 1 5 i 1 '^^ X e E« 
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Their linear independence is obvious by the relation 
f^(e.) = t,"^. To establish their continuity consider the 
• ' - 3 J 
maps <^j^ I E —"> E/M and F^ ; E/M — > CJ; defined by 
\{x) = X and F^(x) = fj_(x), 1 1 i < n. 
I t has a l r e a d y been shown t h a t t h e s e mappings are we l l 
d e f i n e d , t h e q u o t i e n t map ^ j , i s cont inuous a n d ^ t h a t the 
c o n t i n u i t y of F . fol lows from the f a c t t h a t every l i n e a r 
f u n c t i o n a l on a f i n i t e d imens iona l normed l i n e a r space i s 
c o n t i n u o u s . Thus f- = F. o (|),, a r e n l i n e a r l y indepen-
X 1 iVi 
d e n t con t inuous l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s on E. 
Now X & M «=> fAx) = o f o r 1 1 i i, ri y 
n 
i . e . M C n Ker f.. (*) 
i = l ^ 
Again i f x t A Ker f^  then a .= f : . (x)= o for l< i<n ==> x fc M, 
i = l ^ ^ ^ •" " 
n 
i . e . n Ker f. C M. (**) 
1=1 ^ 
n 
Comparing (*) and (**) we ge t M = A Ker f. . 
1=1 ^ 
n 
(II) Sufficiency. Next assume that M = f\ Ker f., 
i = l ^ 
where f ^ ' s ( K i ^ n ) a re n l i n e a r l y independent c o n t i -
nuous l i n e a r f u n c t i o n a l s on E. Then 1 p o s i t i v e numbers 
K^ ' s ^ l f j_(x) | S, K^p(x) , ykx €. E. Define a map 
F 5 E/M —> (t" by F(x) = (f^^Cx), fgC x ) , . . . , f j^( x)) . I t 
i s easy t o see t h a t F i s w e l l - d e f i n e d , l i n e a r and 1 -1 . 
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Now if F(X) = o, then f^Cx) = o for i = 1,2,...,n, 
n 
and therefore x ^  H Ker f.= M. From the properties of F 
i=l ^ 
it follows that dim (E/M) _< dim (t"= n* Suppose dim (E/M) =m<n* 
It has been established in the necessity part that 
if a closed subspace M is of finite codimension, say m, 
m 
then M = n Ker g^, where g.(l < j < m) are n linearly 
j=l ^ J - " 
independent functionals belonging to E • But by hypothesis 
n m n 
M = n Ker f. . Thus f) Ker g.= A Ker f. C Ker f., 
i=l ^ j=l ^ i=l ^ ^ 
for l<.i<,n. It therefore follows that f^'s belong to the 
m n 
span of {g-j }• » ai^ d consequently, span of {f^ | C Span 
m 
of fg. } , which in turn implies that n < m. Interchanging 
^ 1 
the roles of f^ '^s and g^'s we get m _< n, and hence 
m = n. /// 
Proof of the Theorem. Assume that cod(Ker p) = n < «>. 
Replacing M by Ker p, which is a closed subspace of E, 
as in the lemma we get n linearly independent functionals 
f. £ E (1 < i < n) 5 M = Ker p = n Ker f • . 1 - - i=l ^ 
If f C E''^ , l a number K > o ? lf(x)l £ K p(x) 
n 
V-x £ E. Thus n Ker f. = Ker p C Ker f [l4] . It. 
i=l ^ 
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therefore follows (see eg, [27], p.124) that f is a 
n 
linear combination of f.'s, i.e. f = 2 a. f. ^ a. € (t 
1 ' i=l ^ ^ ^ 
==> dim E = n» Hence dim E (.= dim E j = n» 
Conversely, let dim E = n, and let if^ } be a 
n 
. 1
1 
Hamel b a s i s fo r E • For each f., 1 a K > o ^ 
k i ( x ) | I K p ( x ) , V-x <£ E. Thus MC Ker f^ ( l .< i<n) , 
that is to say that 
n 
M C n Ker f.. (W.3.1) 
~ i=l ^ 
n 
To prove the reverse inclusion take any x c H Ker fi, 
i = l ^ 
which imp l i e s t h a t f. (x) = o . Since {f^ } i s a Hamel 
b a s i y , f (x ) = o , Vf € H . By Hahn-Banach Theorem, t h e r e 
e x i s t s F € E such t h a t F ( X ) = f ( x ) . In p a r t i c u l a r 
F ( X ) = o, so t h a t p(x) = o . Thus x c M, and t h e r e f o r e 
n 
O Ker f. C M. ( I V . 3 . 2 ) 
i = l ^ 
Relations (IV»3,l) and (IV.3.2) combined together complete 
the proof. /// 
It is well known that for a Hilbert space E, one 
has E = E , and for any normed linear space N, N C N • 
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However, the same can never be true in general semi-normed 
spaces. In fact no semi-normed space can sit inside its 
bidual as an isometric image for the simple reason that 
the bidual is always normed (Hausdorff) and hence cannot 
contain a semi-normed (non-Hausdorff) subspace. This leads 
us to state the following results 
PROPOSITION (3.4)* A semi-Hilbert space E can 
never be reflexive. Further E ^  E • 
A particular case of the above result, where the 
semi-norm is generated by linear functionals, is illustrated 
by the following examples 
EXAAgLE (3.5), Let E bo a linear space with 
dim E > 1, Then for anv f t E, the semi-norm p : E — > ]R^ 
defined by p(x) = |f(x)| is semi-Hilbertian [Chap. Ill 
•St 
prop. 6.2]. We now show that the topological dual E of 
E is {af s a t 3R} • Since af is continuous on 
(E,p) \ta € B , and if F c E , 1 a number K > o 5 
|F(X)1 < K p(x) = K if(x)|, Vx € E. ==> Ker f C Ker F 
[2] and therefore F = af for some a € B , i.e. every 
linear functional on E is of the form af. This obviously 
* •)(• ' 
implies that dim E = 1. The algebraic dual (E ) of 
E is therefore one-dimensional. Since E is a subspace 
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of (E ), dim (E ) < dim (E ). Hahn-Banach Theorem 
•jt •X"X- -jf ' 
implies that dim E 51^  o, thus dim E = dim (E ) = 1. 
If E is reflexive, the natural correspondence 
A^ ; E — > E is a surjective (and hence bijective) 
linear mapping. In particular, E and E have the same 
dimension, which contradicts the assumption that dim E > 1, 
For a Hausdorff locally convex space E there is a 
1-1 correspondence from E into E , whereas the same 
does not hold ti-ue in the case of non-Hausdorff locally-
convex spaces. It turns out that in certain situations 
the bidual E is too 'small' to contain an isometric 
copy of E, The above example demonstrates this phenomenon 
and shows in addition that the notion of reflexivity does 
not make sense in this setting. 
CHAPTER V 
CONTINUOUS LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS 
§ 1 . INTRODUCTION. 
The combination of a lgebra ic and semi-metric s t r u c -
t u r e s on complete s . d « i , p . spaces, and in general semi-
normed spaces , enables us to study continuous l i n e a r 
t ransformations between such spaces . The space <S ( E , , E2) 
of a l l continuous l i nea r t ransformations from a complete 
semi—normed space E, to a complete semi-normed space EQ* 
and some of i t s specia l cases have been inves t iga t ed in 
the beginning of t h i s chapte r . 
Our main aim here i s to examine the v a l i d i t y of the 
fundamental theorems of funct ional ana lys is in the present 
s e t t i n g . The v a l i d i t y of Hahn-Banach theorem has already 
been noted in Chapter I I I . I t i s shown here t h a t the 
Open Mapping Theorem, the Closed Graph Theorem and Banach-
Steinhaus Theorem can also be extended to semi-normed 
( s . d . i . p . ) spaces . However, the non-Hausdorff character 
of these spaces presents an impediment in the way of the 
converse of the Closed Graph Theorem. 
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In t h e l a s t theorem an analogy of S p e c t r a l Theorem 
f o r H i l b e r t spaces has been e s t a b l i s h e d for s . d . i . p . s p a c e s . 
§ 2 , CONTINUOUS LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS. 
Let ( E j , p , ) and (E2>P2) bo semi-normed l i n e a r 
s p a c e s de f ined on t h e same f i e l d IK of s c a l a r s . A l i n e a r 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n T of E, i n t o E2 i s con t inuous i f i t 
i s con t inuous as a mapping of a semi -met r i c space i n t o a 
s e m i - m e t r i c space [ 3 0 ] . As i n the case of normed l i n e a r 
s p a c e s , i t can be e a s i l y shown he re a l s o , t h a t t h i s 
r e q u i r e m e n t of c o n t i n u i t y of a l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n i s 
e q u i v a l e n t t o each of t h e fo l lowing c o n d i t i o n s : 
( i ) T i s cont inuous a t t h e o r i g i n , i n the sense 
t h a t l im<Xj^) ^ o i m p l i e s t h a t l im <^T(XJ^) ) '*^O. 
( i i ) There e x i s t s a r e a l number K >, 0 wi th the 
p r o p e r t y t h a t P2(T(x) ) < K p j^(x) j Vx e E^* 
( i i i ) I f S = | x : Pj^Cx) < l2 i s the c l o s e d u n i t 
sphere i n E , , then t h e image T ( s ) i s a 
bounded s e t in £2* 
Thus t h e two a d j e c t i v e s ' boundednes s ' and ' c o n t i n u i t y ' can 
be used i n t e r c h a n g e a b l y . 
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We define 
p(T) = suD {ppdCx))}, (V.2 1) 
which is a semi-norm of T. When T is continuous, it 
can be easily seen from (ii) and (iii) that 
p(T) = inf { K ; P2(TCX)) < K Pj^ (x), Vx € E^}^ (V.2.2) 
and hence 
P2(T(x)) < p(T) pj^(x), (V.2.3) 
It is obvious from (ii) or (V.2.3),, that continuous trans-
formations map null vectors of E, into null vectors of En* 
NULL TRANSFORMATIONS. 
If T ?^  o and r(T) = o we say that T is a null 
transformation. They map the whole of E, into the null-
subspace of £2* It is obvious that projections into 
Ker p^ are null operators on E,. However, all null 
operators on E, are not necessarily projections into 
Ker pg. This is shown by the following example: 
EXAMPLE (2.2). Let {e^ ] be the natural basis and 
4 "^  -
{-€.1 a Hamel basis for IR , J €. = 2 Ajj e.. Let 
- 4 _ 4 
x = E X. "e. - E a. £ ., and consider the operator T 
i=l ^ ^ i=l ^ J 
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on B defined by T(X) = Z x^ ^ ^ . Take p(x) = \aA, 
j=l J J ^ 
Then p is a proper semi-norm on B , and also p(Tj(x))= o, 
i.e. T is a null operator. It is easily seen that 
T(x) = [£1,62. £-3] [Xj 
and 
1^3^ 
T^Cx) = Ce-T,^o»^J 1^1 
i A 
^21 
31 
12 
22 
^13"^ 
A 
A 32 A 
23 
33 
x^ 
This obviously shows that T (x) 5^  T( x) , i.e. T, though 
a null operator, is not necessarily a projection. 
93« THE SPACE ^ (£j_.E^). 
The set "?0(E,,E2) of all the continuous linear 
transformations from a semi-normed space E, into a 
semi-normed space Eg is a semi~normed linear" space with 
respect to pointwise linear operations and the semi-norm 
defined by (V.2.1). The following special -cases of this 
space are of particular interest. 
PROPOSniON (3.1). If Eg is a nprmed space then 
^(E.jEg) is a normed linear space. 
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PROOF. p(T) = o = > SUD {p2(T{x))V = o 
==> P2(T(x)) = o = > T(x) = 0 , \fx = > T = o, /// 
PROPOSITION (3.2). If E^ is a Banach space then 
1^ (E.JE^) is a Banach space. 
PROOF. It remains only to be shown that the comple-
teness of the normed space G> (E-j_,E2) follows from the 
completeness of the normed space E^* The proof of this 
can be easily constructed exactly on the same lines as 
that of the corresponding well known theorem in normed 
spaces [1^8]. Here also it is to be noted that the semi-
normed space E, plays no role in characterizing this 
completeness property. /// 
PROPOSIT ION (3.3). If E2 is a complete semi-normed 
space then i8(E2^ »E2) is a com.plete semi-*normed space. 
PROOF. Let E = E2/Ker P2 with norm P2 and ^ 
be the open continuous mapping of £<-, onto E • 
^ P2 
B(E|,E ) I prop.3 .2] i s a Banach space with norm say, p ' . 
Consider a l i n e a r mapping X- : ] 6 ( E , , E 2 ) •—> ^ ( E , . E ) 
3 Vt T c- B (E i ,E2) , X (T) = V o T € B (Ej^,Ep ) . 
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We shall complete the proof by establishing the 
following results? 
(a) p'(^o T) « p(r). 
The equality follows from the compulation: 
p ( V o T) = sup [ p ^ K T o T)(x)} 3 
P3^(x)<l 
= sup I pr,(T(x)) 
PJL(X)<I ^ ^ 2 
= sup ^ pr>(T(x))} 
PTL(X)<1 ^ ^ 
= p(T) . 
(b) 'Vo T i s continuous ===> T i s continuous; 
This follows d i r e c t l y from ( a ) , as in tha t case 
t h e image of the un i t sphere in E, i s bounded in £2* 
hence T i s continuous. 
(c) X ; B(E3^.E2) —> "^(Ej^tE ) i s onto; 
Let 7; € d3 (E, ,E^ ) . Then i f ( e , , } ^ 
i s a Hamel basis for E, , T {e^} = IK) C E^ . 
Choose a r b i t r a r y but f ixed €.Q. € ^ a* ^^ ^ * ^'^^ define 
a l i n e a r t ransformation T : E,—> E^t ^ T-{ e „ \ * {^«} x 
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Then T is well-defined, except for the arbitrariness in 
the choice of l„ £ § „, and further that "Z = ^^o T. 
The continuity of T follows from the continuity of T 
as shown in (b). Thus V- Z € 6 (E, ,E^ ) l a 
T £ S (E^,E2) 5 Z =^0 T i.e. the map % is onto. 
(d) ^3 CEr*E ). . is isometrically isomorphic to 
We observe that in the proof of (c) there was 
an arbitrariness in the choice of EQ- ^ t- (^« In fact, 
instead of £. we could as well have chosen il-y f ^ rr ^ 
P(T) - Z ) = 0. In that case we shall got another linear 
transformation x': E,--> E^ > I'le^i = {^„V 
•»• -^  ex ^^  a t A 
and tl = *fo T • The continuity of T being ensured by 
(b). Then Vx <£ E, we can write x = 2 x„ e , and 
^ aeA ^ ^^  
T (x) - T(x) = I X CT]^^ £ ). This implies that 
a^ A 
p2 {(T^- T)(x)} = 0 , ¥x « Ej^ , i.e. (T''- T) is a null-
transformation or (T - T) € Ker p. Thus to every 
7^  ^ iS (E,,E_ ) corresponds uniquely an equivalence X P2 
class of elements of ^ (£^,£2) > T = V o T = V o 1 € Ker p. 
This equivalence class, in turn, uniquely defines an element 
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T £• 1)i (E, jEg) and the correspondence between lisi^ir^2^ 
and 'S(EI»E ) is obviously linear, 1-1 and onto. 
,-"t 
F u r t h e r m o r e , i f p i s the norm on ' B ( E 2 ' ^ 2 ^ ' then p(T) 
= p(T) = PUYO T ) by ( a ) , i . e . B (Ej^,Ep ) and '©(E^,E2) 
a r e i s o m e t r i c a l l y isomorphic* / / / 
Proof of t h e P r o p o s i t i o n . 
' i '5 (E, ,E ) being a Banach space , by (d) ' S (E j_ ,E2 ) . 
i s a l s o a Banach space . S ince B(E j^ ,E2 ) = B(Ej_ ,E2) /Ker p , 
i t fo l lows from p r o p . ( 3 . 3 . ( c ) ) t h a t "0 (E ,£2) i s a 
complete semi-normed s p a c e . / / / 
N o t e . Another space which can be formed i s 
O ( E ,E ) . T h i s , in g e n e r a l , i s a normed l i n e a r s p a c e . 
Pi P2 
Any T <c 12?(E, ,E^) induces an e lement V ^ '^^ (E„ »E.^  ) 
i ^ Pi P2 
3 J o ^ =*'Yo T where (j) : E,-~> E^ i s t h e canon ica l 
1 Pj 
projection and the norm fl-* on '^3 (E^ ,E^ ) is given by 
^1 ^2 
fi^f) =^  suo [p2^ '^ Cx)}] 
p ^ ( x ) ^ l 
= fUP [Pr,{ T(x) } ] 
p ^ ( x ) < l ^ 
= p ( T ) . 
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When E/5 i s a complete semi-normed space , 15 ( E „ , E _ ) 
'^  P i P2 
i s obv ious ly a Banach s p a c e , 
%4» THE FUNDAMENTAL THEQREIvS. 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we examine the v a l i d i t y of the 
Uniform-Boundedness Theorem, Open Mapping Theorem and 
Closed Graph Theorem in the s e t t i n g of s » d . i . p . s p a c e s . 
We s h a l l a l s o cons ide r the same q u e s t i o n for the S p e c t r a l 
Theorem as w e l l , 
( a ) UNIFORM BOUNDEDNESS THEOREM. 
We e s t a b l i s h the fo l lowing form of Banach-Ste inhaus 
Theorem for semi-normed s p a c e s . 
PROPOS IT ION ( 4 . 1 ) . Let ( E I , P - L ) be a complete 
semi-normed space and (E2»P2) a semi-normed s p a c e . I f 
{ TQ, } i s a s e t of po in twise bounded l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a -
t i o n s i n 1 B ( E - I » E 2 ) » then {T } i s un i formly bounded. 
PROOF. As E = E^/KQX p , i s a Banach space and 
E = E2/Ker p2 i s a normed s p a c e , we d e f i n e , c o r r e s p o n d i n g 
t o each T ^ , a mapping L^: E -—> E such t h a t 
^ ^ (x ) = T ^ ( x ) . A l so , i t has been shown i n %3 t h a t 
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each L i s a continuous l i n e a r t ransformation, and tha t 
^2 i *^a^^^^ "^  P2 { ^a^^^^ * '^^ ® preceding r e l a t i o n shows 
t h a t „ ' s are pointwise bounded too . Hence, by Banach-
Steinhaus theorem { T | i s uniformly bounded, i . e . ^ a K 
> P2 [ '^ccCx)} i K p \ ( x ) , V x ^ E p . Hence Ps iT^Cx)} 
<, K p , ( x ) , Vx € E , . This shows tha t 1 T 1- i s uniformly 
bounded. / / / 
REMARK. Since for semi-normed spaces equicontinuity 
and uniform boundedness are equivalent [SO], therefore we 
could as well replace 'uniform boundedness' in prop. (4.1) 
by 'equicontinuity'. 
COROLLARY (4.2). Let (T^) be a sequence in '^{£^,£2) 
such'that T^(x) —-> T(x) for each x. Then Te "$3 (^ i^ Ea^  
PROOF. (T (x))j being a convergent sequence^is 
bounded^ Hence by prop. (4.l) 3 a K 3 P2{^n^^^ ^  -
K Pj^(x), ¥x and all n 2 1> i*e» lim P2i^n^^^^ -
n—>o° 
K P2^ (x)» By 'the continuity of P2 it follows that 
PolT(x)} = Po( lim T„(x)l = lim Po { T(x) J'i Kp, (x) . 
That is to say that T is bounded and hence belongs to 
^3(EjL,E2). /// 
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( b ) OPEN MAPPING THEOREM* 
\^e estbalish the following extension of the Open 
Mapping Theorem to semi-normed spaces, 
PROPOSITION (4.3). If (Ej^ ,Pj_) and (E2,P2) are 
complete semi-normed spaces and T is a continuous linear 
transformation of E, onto E2t then T is open. 
PROOF. Let G be an open set in Ej_. T , induces 
a continuous linear transforsiHtion of E^ onto E^ given 
/ / P i P2 
b y J o ( l ) = Y o T with J € 13 (E„ ,E„ ) which i s a 
Pi P2 
Banach space [ p r o p . 3 . 3 ] . Hence by v i r t u e of t h e Open 
Mapping Theorem, j i s open and as (j)(G) C E , I t fo l lows 
t h a t t h e s e t J {^{G)) = V ( T ( G ) ) i s open i n E^ . Hence 
P2 
by the continuity of Y » T(G) =/U^"^ { ^ V'dCG))} is open 
in Eg. This proves that T is an open mapping. ///. 
(c ) CLOSED GRAPH THEOREM. 
The fo l lowing r e s u l t i s a v a i l a b l e for l i n e a r t o p o l o -
g i c a l spaces [n]i 
'A l i n e a r t r a n s f o r m a t i o n T of a l i n e a r t o p o l o g i c a l 
space E, i n t o a complete p s e u d o - m e t r i z a b l e l i n e a r t o p o -
l o g i c a l space Eg i s con t inuous provided 
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( i ) the graph of T i s closed in E^ X EgJ and 
( i i ) for each neighbourhood V of zero in Eg^ the 
c losure of T " (V) i s a neighbourhood of 
zero in E,^ 
The second condi t ion i s automat ical ly s a t i s f i e d i f E^ i s 
of second catagory and hence, in p a r t i c u l a r , if E, i s 
a complete semi-normed space [ l 7 ] . 
Thus in the se t t ing of semi-normed spaces , t h i s r e s u l t 
can be paraphrased asi 
PROPOSITION ( 4 , 4 ) . A l i n e a r t ransformation T of 
a semi-normed space E, i n to a complete semi-normed space 
E2 i s continuous i f the graph of T i s closed in E^ X E2» 
However, the converse of t h i s p ropos i t i on , which i s 
ava i l ab l e in Banach spaces, i s NOT t rue in case of complete 
semi-normed spaces . The following example i s being given 
i n support of t h i s statement: 
EXAiVlPLE« Let E be a semi-normed space and 
the i d e n t i t y map of E (and hence a continuous l i n e a r 
t ransformation on E ) . I t i s obvious t h a t due to non-
Hausdorff charac te r of E, cannot always be c losed . 
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T h i s p rov ides an example of a cont inuous l i n e a r t r a n s f o r -
ma t ion which i s not c losed* 
RBAARK. As any s . d . i . p . space i s a semi-normed 
s p a c e , i t fo l lows t h a t a l l t he above r e s u l t s a l s o hold 
good for s . d . i . p . s p a c e s . 
1 5 . SPECTRALJTHEOREM. 
In t h i s s e c t i o n we prove the S p e c t r a l Decomposit ion 
Theorem fo r compact o p e r a t o r s between s e m i - H i l b e r t s p a c e s . 
A compact o p e r a t o r T s E-i~> E2, where E, and E2 a r e 
s e m i - H i l b e r t s p a c e s , i s de f ined to be an o p e r a t o r which 
maps weakly convergent sequences i n E. i n t o s t r o n g l y 
convergen t sequences i n E2» I t can be e a s i l y e s t a b l i s h e d 
t h a t compact o p e r a t o r s a re p r e c i s e l y t hose o p e r a t o r s which 
map the u n i t b a l l i n t o a s e t whose c lo su re i s compact . For 
t h e compact o p e r a t o r s in s e m i - H i l b e r t spaces we e s t a b l i s h ; , 
PROPOSITION ( 5 . 1 ) . An o p e r a t o r T : E^ ^—> Eg 
between s e m i - H i l b e r t spaces E, and Eg i s compact i f 
and only i f t h e r e e x i s t s a sequence ( X ) C C^ and 
or thonormal sequence {Q^) C. ^i af^ d C h„ ) d Eg such 
t h a t T(x) ^ S Xj^ gj^(x, e^) h^ , Vx € Ej^, where 
n=l 
g^sEj^XE—> (t i s the s e m i - d e f i n i t e i n n e r p roduc t on Ej_. 
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V'/e establish the following lemma to prove the 
propositions 
LEMMA (5.2). For a continuous linear operator 
T t E,—> E2» T is compact if and only if the associated 
operator T ; E„ -~> E^ is compact. 
Pi P2 
PROOF. Assume that T is compact. Let (x„)c E^ N 
— n Pi 
be a'weakly convergent sequence. Since E, <=»:^  E and 
f(x) = f(1c) where x € Ej^ , and f € E^, it follows that 
(x ) is weakly convergent in E,, And, therefore, by the 
compactness of T, {T(X )) is strongly convergent in E2» 
The fact that (T(^ )) is strongly convergent in E 
n P2 
follows from the relation T(x) = T(x), Vx ^ E,. 
Tracing back the steps, the converse can be easily 
established. /// 
Proof of the Proposition. 
Necessity. Since T is compact and a prior continuous, 
it follows from the above lemma that T : E_ ••—> E 
Pi P2 
is compact (as E and E are Hilbert spaces). It 
Pi P2 
follows from the spectral decomposition theorem for compact 
operators between Hilbert spaces that 
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/*» / y/v ys. T(x) = Z \ g;^(x, e^) h^ , Vx e Ej^; ( V . 5 . 1 ) 
n=l 
where (e"" ) c £„ a^ d^ ( h „ ) C Ev^  a^® or thonormal seauences 
n Pj^  n P2 
and ( ' ^ _ ) C C . To o b t a i n the d e s i r e d r e s u l t , l e t x <:, E, 
be a r b i t r a r i l y chosen, and l e t (e^^) and (h^^) be 
( a r b i t r a r y ) r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s of (e .^^ ) and (h^) r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
S i n c e g'.j^ Cx, e^ )^ = g^C^^* ^p,)» ^^ s have 
T U ) = E X^ gj_(x, e^} h^ 
n=l 
y\ , ^ / v . •^ n 
= l im Z X^ giCx, 'e . ) h. 
n--^ ,> o. i = i 1 •»- 1 1 
n 
= l i 
n-~" 
m 2 }>. [ g , ( x , e . ) h j 
>cx> i = i 1 -^  1 1 
n /v 
= l im [ Z > . . g iCx, e . ) h j 
rv—>«> 1 = 1 ^ - ^ I X 
n 
==> T(x) - ^ l im Z -^^ g i ( x , e . ) h . . 
n—>co i = l ^ -^  ^ ^ 
Thus t h e r e i s no l o s s of g e n e r a l i t y i f we w r i t e 
CO 
T(x) - J ^ > n gi^^» n^^  ^ -
Sufficiency. Assume that (V.S.i) holds with the restric-
tions on ('^ j^ )* i^^) ai^ d (h^) as stated there* For each 
n 
n -^ N de f ine S„: E,—> E^ g iven by S„(x)= E X^ g i ( x , e . ) h . ^ 
n X .^ n •?—1 X i X X 
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g,(x, e>) h^t \^ x -& E,. Clearly (S^) is a sequence 
of continuous linear operators, such that S (x) — > T(x), 
V-x t EjL« By Banach-Steinhaus: Theorem T is continuous , 
and therefore T is v^ /ell defined. Now, since 
T(x) = fU) 
= C 2 > ^ g^Cx, e^) h^l" 
n=:l 
n A 
= lim [ S ^. QiCx, e.) h.] 
= lim E '^•; QiCx, e.; h. 
n—>oo i=l ^ •*• ^ ^ 
eo 
it follows by the Spectral Decomposition Theorem that T 
is compact and therefore, by virtue of the above lemma, 
T is compact. This completes the proof. /// 
It is thus seen that,of the four fundamental theorems 
of functional analysis, it is the closed graph theorem which 
does not hold here . because of non-Hausdorff character 
of s.d.i.p. spaces. The Spectral Theorem, however, does 
have a meaningful extension in this case. 7 .TT — 
•*' ' - "y 
''"'•-'CM ... . 
CHAPTER VI 
SEIvII-NORivlIID ALGEBRAS 
.INTRODUCTION o 
The investigations of semi-normed spaces proceed 
in two directions — — algebraic and topologicali Concept 
of a coihiplete semi-normed algebra (i.e. a semi-Banach 
algebra), as defined in the sequel, is the out-come of 
the union of these two concepts. Special attention has 
been paid to the investigation of function algebras, and 
algebras of linear operators on a semi-normed space. If 
the underlying space is complete, then these algebras • 
become semi-Banach algebras [Chap.V prop.3.3]. 
A good many properties valid for Banach algebras 
cease to hold true in case of semi-Banach algebras. It 
turns out, for instance, that while the set of all inverti-
ble elements in a Banach algebra is open, the same may not 
be true in case of semi-Banach algebras. In a sense this 
is an equivalent way of saying that the invertibility of 
an element x no longer follows from the inequality 
ii x-e II < 1, a result which is a corner stone, as it werfS, 
for a whole lot of many of the outstanding theorem$ in 
Banach algebras. Curiously enough, most of these results 
break down in the setting of semi-Banach algebras. This 
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phenoraenon is amply demonstrated by means of examples 
(and counter-examples)* This includes the situations 
where, on the one hand? multiplicative linear functionals 
are not necessarily continuous, on the other, a semi-
simple semi-Banach algebra may admit non-equivalent complete 
semi-Banach-algebra-norms • 
In the second part the concept of Hilbert algebras 
[20] is generalized to obtain 'Semi-Hilbert algebras'. 
This nevi/ class of topological algebras is investigated 
and results are established to indicate their similarity 
to Hilbert algebras. Moreover, some counter-examples are 
also constructed to bring out the cases where these 'algebras 
show a pathological behaviour in contrast to the classical 
situation. An example on the discontinaity of a homomor-
phism between semi-Hilbert algebras is a case in point. 
This example serves to demonstrate that an important 
result due to Y^od [32] fails to hold true in our more 
general sotting. 
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PART A 
SEMI-BANACH ALGEBRAS 
^1« DEFINITION AND EXAMPLES. 
DEFINITION ( l . l ) , Vtfe de f ine a semi-normed a l g e b r a 
t o be an a l g e b r a A which i s a semi-normed space such 
t h a t t h e semi-norm p i s s u b m u l t i p l i c a t i v o , v i z . 
p(xy) < p(x) p ( y ) , Vx,y t A. { V I . l . l ) 
F u r t h e r , i f A i s a complete semi-normed s p a c e , wi th 
semi-norm p , we s h a l l c a l l i t a semi-Banach a l g e b r a . 
REivIARKS ( 1 . 2 ) . ( i ) I f A has an i d e n t i t y e , then 
wo s h a l l t ake p (e ) = 1 . 
( i i ) . M u l t i p l i c a t i o n i s j o i n t l y c o n t i n u o u s . 
Examples of semi-Banach a l g e b r a s a re g iven i n the 
f o l l o w i n g ; 
EXAMPLE ( 1 . 3 ) . FUNCTION ALGEBRAS. 
On a compact Hausdorff space X, consider the s e t 
^ ( X ) of a l l r e a l - v a l u e d f u n c t i o n s . Fix ing a point x^ 
i n X we d e f i ne a mapping p^ : C^ix) —> IR. by 
XQ 
Px (^> = l f ( x J | . (V ia .2 ) 
X Q U 
Then p has t h e fo l lowing p r o p e r t i e s : 
^9 
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(i) p is a proper semi-norm on x^(X). 
^o 
(ii) p^ (fg) = p^ (i) p^ (g). 
^o ^o ^0 
(iii) Null vectors. All those vectors f which 
vanish at .i^ are null vectors. 
(iv) Null space of p^ . The set Ker p^ = {f e ^; (x): 
„_-.„ „.»™ .x^ ^o 
p^ (f) = ol is the null space of p , which 
^o ^ ^o 
is a hyperplane, 
(v) IdentilY' The function .e € *^ (X) where 
e(y) = 1, Vyet.'^ ) is the multiplicative identity, 
(vi) If f, g £ ^ (X) such that f(>^)= g(5<o)= K 
where )( is the fixed point that determines the 
semi-norm p , then f-g is a null vector. 
O 
( v i i ) In ye r t ?\, ie e leme n t s are p rec i se ly those functions 
t h a t do not vanish any where. 
( v i i i ) { ^ ( X ) . o Ir i s complete* 
'^ 0 
(ix) For each f € ^/ (X) there exists an element 
g € ^ (X) such that f4^ g is a null vector 
even if f+g ^ o on X. 
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EXAMPLE ( 1 . 4 ) . OLEMIMJLLGEBRAS . 
Let (Ejp) be a semi-normed s p a c e , t hen (^^ ( E ) ,P ) 
i s the semi-normed space of a l l bounded l i n e a r o p e r a t o r s 
on E, where 
P(T) = Sup C p(T(x)) : p(x) < 1 J - ( V I . 1 . 3 ) 
M u l t i p l i c a t i o n in ^3 ( E ) i s de f ined by compos i t ion i . e . 
i f Tj_, Tg € d:j (E) then Tj_ T2(x) = T j ^ ( T 2 ( x ) ) . I t i s 
ea sy t o see t h a t T, T2 i s a bounded l i n e a r o p e r a t o r . 
Then $3 (E) i s a semi-normed a l g e b r a w i t h i d e n t i t y I , 
semi-norm being given by ( V I , 1 . 3 ) . Moreover, P obv ious ly 
s a t i s f i e s the i n e q u a l i t y P(TJ_ Tg) < P C ^ ^ ) P ( T 2 ) , ¥ T ^ , T 2 in 
1>'5(E). Nu l l o p e r a t o r s i n 1 6 ( E ) have the f o l l o w i n g 
p r o i ^ e r t i e s : 
( i ) A n u l l o p e r a t o r has no i n v e r s e . Let ^ € Ker P . 
Ii- 3 an o p e r a t o r n e Ker P 3^  ' ^ • n = T i ' ^ = I , then 
1 = P ( I ) .^  P ( ^ T ) ) j< P ( " | : ) P(TI) = o . The r e s u l t , t h e r e -
f o r e , fo l lows from the c o n t r a d i c t i o n . 
( i i ) I f T i s any o p e r a t o r and ^ € Ker P , then 
T " ^ and ^ T a re n u l l o p e r a t o r s . F o r , P(T " ^ ) i P ( T ) P ( § ) 
=• 0 ! Thus we conclude t h a t Ker P i s a two-s ided 
i d e a l i n ) i 3 ( E ) . 
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f 2 , REGULAR AND SINGULAR ELEA4ENTS. 
DEFINITIOM ( 2 , 1 ) , An element x Of a semi-Banach 
a l g e b r a A w i l l be c a l l e d r e g u l a r i f ^ an e lement x t A 
such t h a t Ji X = x''x = € , where e i s t h e i d e n t i t y of A. 
^ i s s i n g u l a r i f x i s no t r e g u l a r . 
Semi-Banach a lgebra { ^ , p } where 
p r o v i d e s a n i c e example t o e s t a b l i s h v a r i o u s d e v i a t i o n s 
i n p r o p e r t i e s of semi-Banach a l g e b r a s from Banach a l g e b r a s . 
For r e g u l a r e l emen t s i n Banach a l g e b r a s we have [28] 
( a ) I f li x-]fe 11 < 1, t hen x i s r e g u l a r , and 
x"^ = e + I (e.-x)"". 
n=l 
(b) The set G of all regular elements of a Banach 
algebra is open, and hence S = G^ is closed. 
We show that the same breaks down in case of semi-Banach 
algebras. 
I. In €(X) we give an example of a function f which 
is not regular, though it satisfies the relation 
p (f-e) < 1. Let X = [o,2], then f(x) - x-1 
^o 
belongs to ^ [o,2] f is not regular ; for f ( l )= l - l=o . 
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But for 1 < XQ i 2 and p^ ( f ) = j f C x ^ ) ! , 
p(f-e) =: UCXQ) - e (x^) | 
= Ix^- 1 - 11 
XQ- 2 | < 1. 
I I , The se t G of a l l r egu la r elements in ^ [o ,2] i s ' 
not open* Let c f ^ be a sequence in ^ defined as 
follov/s: 
f^(x) = (x-DdH- ^ ) , 
Since fn^ -^ ^ ~ °* '^^ » '^^ ^ functions f are not 
invertible, thus c f^ ) C S = G^. The identity e 
of ^ [o,2j is a function which is identically equal 
to 1, so that e(2) = 1, And P2^^rr^^ '^ '^n^^^ -S(2)| 
~ |l+ "^  "'•'^ '^ which tends to zero as n — > «>. It, 
therefore, implies that g is one of the limits of 
the sequence f^ f^) • e, being invertible, cannot 
belong to S. Thus S is not closed^and hence G 
is not open* 
III. If "^ is a null operator, then T+"^ , in general, 
is not invertible, where T is an invertible operator. 
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EXAMPLE (2.2), Let A = IR ^ , and p(x,y) = |x|. 
Define an operator T on A as follows? T(x,y) = (x,x+y). 
Matrix of T is, therefore, given as [j^  °] , i.e. 
T(x,y) = [J °3 C y ] = [ j^ y 3. Then we see that 
(i) T is continuous; for pCT(x,v)) =p(x,)ct-y) = lx| 
= p(x,y). 
(li) T is invertible; for it is 1-1, onto and linear. 
(iii) T~^ = ri-jL J], for 
TT"l(x,y) = il °] Li J] [;] 
•1 o-
_ rx o-j r x 1 
= i;^^ 
(iv) Any null operator "^ on A is of the form 
^l b^- ^or 
(>^ '»y) = Ca b^ C y 3 = tax+by^-
which is obviously a null vector in A. Now 
T-.f=[i I ] . 11 g3 
= r 1 ° 1 
a+'l bfl-
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T+ ^ is non-singular only if b+1 4^ o. 
(v) In every neighbourhood of identity -3 non-invertible 
operators. Matrix for the identity operator is, 
obviously, [J J]. If "^ = [^  .J], then 
I -^  ^  = to P Ma -^ 
I + •^ i s non- inver t ib le as det ( 1 + ^ ) = o . 
€ 3 . SOME MORE DEVIATIONS FROM STANDARD RESULTS. 
We have already seen tha t semi-Hanach a lgebras do 
not possess some basic p roper t i e s of Banach algebras which 
a r e , in f a c t , instrumental in e s t ab l i sh ing many important 
r e s u l t s of the theory. Presence of s ingular elements in 
every neighbourhood of i d e n t i t y , imparts an a l toge the r 
d i f f e r en t s t r uc tu r e to the se t of i n v e r t i b l e elements in 
a semi-Banach a lgebra . This pecu l ia r property i s a. 
Su f f i c i en t motivation for an independent i nves t i ga t i on of 
t h e s e ( topologica l ) s t r u c t u r e s . Despite the fac t t h a t 
the quot ient spaces provide the s e t t i n g for working in 
Banach a lgebras , whenever the spaces in quest ion are 
complete semi-normed a lgebras , i t i s i n t r igu ing t h a t for 
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the most part this transition fails to be effective in 
that, not all properties are preserved in passing from 
its space to its quotient and vice-versa. In what follows 
we mainly elaborate on this theme by providing and cons-
tructing some examples to bring out the situations where 
the analogy with the classical situation breaks down 
completely, 
I. As an algebra ^ (X) is semi-simple. 
II. Complete semi-norms on semi-simple algebras may not 
be equivalent. 
On a semi-simple Banach algebra there exists an 
essentially unique norm that makes it a Banach algebra. 
It is, however, not true in case of semi-simple complete 
semi-normed algebras. 
EXAMPLE (3.1). On the semi-simple algebra ^(X) 
consider the multiplicative linear functionals F and 
G which are linearly independent. Then define two semi-
norms p and q on <6 (X) by p(f) = |F(f)| and q(f) 
= |G(f)l, Suppose that p and q are equivalent, then 
3 a K > 0 such that p(f) < K q(f), i.e. |F(f)l < K|G(f)| 
and therefore Ker G C Ker F. But Ker G, being a hyper-
plane, cannot be contained in a proper subspace. Thus it 
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fol lows tha t Ker G = Ker F, In other words F = Ts G, 
t h a t i s to say tha t F and G are l i n e a r l y dependent, 
which con t rad ic t s the assumption. Thus p and q are 
not equ iva len t . 
I t i s well known tha t mu l t i p l i c a t i ve funct ionals 
on (commutative) Banach algebras are continuous. V>le show 
below tha t there ex i s t discontinuous mu l t i p l i c a t i ve 
func t iona ls on semi-Banach a l g e b r a s . 
EXAMPLE ( 3 . 2 ) . Let x^^y^ € [ o , l ] and define 
l i n e a r l y independent funct ionals Py » ^v ^ { ^ [o,l]Y 
o 'o 
by F^ (f) s= f(x.) and F^^ (f) = f(y^), for every 
^o " y© 
f € ^  Co,l]. Obviously p (f) = |f(xQ)l = |F (f)|. 
o o 
f^" Fv * ^  [0,1] —> B were continuous, then -JF (f)l< 
"0 ^0 
K p^ (f) for some K. ==> |F^ (f)| < K|f(x_)| = K|F (f)| 
^0 o^ o 
By changing F and F we get the reverse inequality 
o^ 'o 
viz, JF (f)| ^  K |F (f)|. These two inequalities 
^o "^ 0 
together yeild Ker F = Ker F , so that F =>F , 
^0 y© ^o " o 
con t ra ry to the assumption of l i n e a r independence of 
F and F^ . 
^o ' o 
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Vi/e now proceed to show tha t the famous 'Gleason-
Kahane-Zelazko' theorem (see e . g . [26]) no more holds in 
case of semi-Banach a lgeb ra s . This would perhaps mark a 
sharp devia t ion from the theory of Banach a l g e b r a s . 
EXAMPLE ( 3 . 3 ) . We consider the algebra P [ x ] of 
polynomials over IR, the f i e l d of r e a l s , in one var iab le 
X. Mul t ip l i ca t ion in l P [ x ] i s defined in terms of the 
usual mu l t i p l i c a t i on of polynomials. On 'P [x ] we consider 
t he semi-norm topology generated by the semi-norm q where 
n . 
q ( E a. x^) = l a . l . 
i=o ^ ° 
I t i s e a s i l y ve r i f i ed tha t q defines a complete algebra 
semi-norm on ^ [x]/. We also note tha t the se t of inver -
t i b l e elements in IP [xj i s p r ec i se ly the se t 3R- {o } . 
I t i s t r i v i a l to note tha t the se t ( l , x > x , . . . , x » • • • } 
c o n s t i t u t e s a Hamel bas is for 1P [x] over 2R. Vv'e define 
a l i n e a r funct ional f on ?P[x] by demanding t h a t 
f ( l ) ~ f(x) = 1, f{x^) ~ o J Vn > 1. C lea r ly f(a) = a, 
V-a <r IR and thus f(p) ^ 0 for a l l i n v e r t i ^ i e p g P [ x ] . 
Now f{x^) = 0 , f(x) = 1 ==> f(x^) ^ ( f ( x ) ) ^ . Thus f 
i s not m u l t i p l i c a t i v e . 
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PART B 
SEMI-HILBERT ALGEBRAS 
Our next s t e p i s to s tudy the a l g e b r a s when t h e 
u n d e r l y i n g space i s a s e m i - H i l b e r t s p a c e . V\fe de f ine a 
s e m i - H i l b e r t a lgeb ra along t h e l i n e s of a H i l b e r t a lgebra 
[ 2 0 ] , and g ive an account of i t s p r o p e r t i e s w i th suppor t ing 
examples , 
1 4 . DEFlNniON AND ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES. 
DEFBJITIQN ( 4 . 1 ) , A s e m i - H i l b e r t a l g e b r a i s a 
semi-Banach a l g e b r a A (over (t) w i t h - i n v o l u t i o n '* • 
where t h e semi-noarm i s de f ined by means of a s e m i - d e f i n i t e 
i n n e r p roduc t g : A —> 4 s a t i s f y i n g the fo l l owing : 
( a ) g ( x , y ) = g ( y * , x * ) , x ,y ^ A, 
(b) g ( x y , 2 ) = g ( y , x * z ) , x , y , z « A, 
( c ) For each a ( A the mapping L^ v;here 
a 
Lg(x) = ax, Vx ^  A 
defines a continuous linear operator, 
We record below (without proof) some of the elemen-
tary properties of these algebras: 
1, If *^  is a null vector then both % x and x^ 
are null Vx « A, 
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2 . L = Ly^ = > a and b d i f f e r by a n u l l v e c t o r . 
3 i For a £ A t h e fo l lowing e q u a t i o n h o l d s : 
L = Lg.j. e * L ^ , v\/here L i s a d j o i n t of, L . 
' a 
4 . L^g =(S:Lg , a ^ ( t : , a € A . 
^- ^ab = ^a^b' ^' ^ ^ A* 
6 . p (a ) =lp(a*) , ¥a e A. 
7 . For a € A, L^(x) = ^ (a n u l l v e c t o r ) for 
a. 
a l l X f A ==> a i s a n u l l v e c t o r , p rovided 
t h e s e t {xy j x ,y e A } i s dense in A. 
S i m i l a r p r o p e r t i e s hold fo r r i g h t t r a n s l a t i o n R , 
d e f i n e d by RgCx) = xa, Vx € A. These two o p e r a t o r s a r e 
r e l a t e d t o each o the r by the fo l lowing r e l a t i o n s ; 
8- ( i ) [ L ^ ( b ) f = Rg^Cb*), 
( i i ) [R^Cb)]* = L ^ ^ ( b * ) , V a , b € A. 
9 . p [ L ^ ( b ) ] = p[R^*(b*)] , Va ,b c- A. 
10 . P(L^) = P C R ^ ) , Va € A, 
where P is the semi-norm on the space of 
operators on A« 
§ 5 , EXAMPLES . 
We give two examples of s e m i - H i l b e r t a l g e b r a s . 
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EXAMPLE ( 5 . l ) i 
IS = * ^ [ o i l ] is a semi-Hilbert space With respeci 
to the s id ; i ; p i g i ^ X o -—»> (j; given by gCfj^^fg) 
« fj^ Ca) £2(3), where fjL»f2 ^ ^ "^^ ^ ^ ^ [oAl i s 
fixed* Involution '** on ^ i s defined as conjugation, 
i . e . f* « f, Vf f^ , 
( i ) Involution sa t i s f i es the following properties: 
(a) g(f;^,f2) = 9if\ff\)' 
For; g(fiff2^ == ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ 
= gCfgffp. 
(b) g(fjLf2'^3^ *= g(f2,f^f3) . 
For; g(fif2'^3^ = f3^(a)f2(a) f^Ca) 
=f2(a) [ f ^ lU f 3 ( a ) f = g( f2 , f i f3) . . 
(c) g(f2f3_,f3) = gC^a'^a^^* 
( i i ) For every f € ^ , vi/e define an operator T^ 
on <^  by T^(h) = fh, ¥ h € ^ , then T^ i s 
l inear and bounded, thus T^ i s a ;Left t r ans -
la t ion operator on ^ • 
( i ) and ( i i ) establish that ^ i s . semi-Hilbert algebra. 
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EXMIPLE ( 5 . 2 ) . 
The space of a l l square summable sequences, i . e . 
E = { x = (x^) J x^e (t, I Ix^i^ < ~ ] 
n=l 
equipped with pointwise multiplication,is a semi-Hilbert 
algebra with respect to the scalar product defined by 
CO 
g(x, y) = 2 «n x^ y^ , ¥ x, y e E, 
where f ^  > is a fixed sequence consisting of o's and 
I's only. Involution on E is defined as; x ' = (x ) 
== ("'^n^» where x^ is the complex conjugate of x^. 
E with involution •*' is a semi-Hilbert algebra. 
For: 
(i) Semi-norm p is submultiplicative, where 
p(x) - + VgCx, x) : 
o 1/2 
P(? y) = [ z £„ lx„ yj^] 
n=l 
" o l/2 <» o 1/2 
- ^ -_i ' n n' -^  V. 1 ' n ^n' •' n—X n=l 
= p(x) p(y). 
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(ii) gCx*, y) = g(x , y ). 
(iii) g(x y, 1) = g(y^ x 'z), 
(iv) Left translation operator L~ is defined as 
usual, viz* L*. Cx) = 'a "x , V 'x, "a € E, which is linear 
and bounded. 
%6, HOMOMORPHISM, 
Yood [32] has established that a homomorphism of 
a Banach algebra B onto a Hilbert algebra H is conti-
nuous. To extend to a more general setting, one may 
replace H by a semi-Hilbert algebra. More precisely^ 
we prove the following; 
PROPOSITION (6.1). Every homomorphism T of a 
Banach algebra B onto a semi-Hilbert algebra H is 
continuous. 
PROOF. If p is the semi-norm induced by the 
semi-Hilbertian inner product g, the quotient algebra 
H/Ker p = H is then a Hilbert algebra. Define a mapping 
T : B — > H by T(x) = T(x), Vx 6 B. Then T is a 
homomorphism; for, ,T(xy) = t(xy) = T(x) T(y) = X(x) T(y). 
T, being a homomorphism of a Banach algebra B onto a 
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Hi lbe r t algebra H, i s cont inuous. 
To e s t a b l i s h the cont inui ty of T, l e t ( x > be 
a sequence in B tha t converges to o € B. The c o r r e s -
ponding sequence C T(x„J ) in the quot ient algebra H 
a l s o converges to o 6 H. From the de f in i t ion of the 
H i l b e r t i a n norm p of H i t follows tha t p(T(x)) 
= P ( T ( X - ) ) » Convergence of CT(x^) ) implies t ha t 
P ( T ( X J ^ ) ) —> o, and cont inui ty of T i s thus e s t a b l i s h e d . / / / 
The theorem f a i l s to hold i f the domain i s ta^en to 
be a semi-Banach a lgebra . Infac t in the example tha t 
fo l lows, both the domain as well as the range space are 
semi-Hilbert a lgebras . 
EXAMPLE ( 6 . 2 ) . Consider the space ^ [-1,1] 
equipped with the semi-Hilbert algebra semi-norms p and 
q where 
p(f) = | f ( - l ) l , 
f € ^ [ - 1 , 1 ] . 
and q(f) = | f ( l ) | , 
Take X = (<<^  [-1,1] , p) and H = ( ^ [ - l , l ] , q ) , and 
define a map T : X —> H by T(f) = f. Then T i s 
a l i n e a r homomorphism; for T(af ,+ Pf2) = ocf,+ pf2 
= aT(fj^) + pTCfg). Also T(fif2^ = ^ 2 "= "^^^1^ "^(^2^* 
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We c la im t h a t T i s d i s c o n t i n u o u s . For n >. 1 , we de f ine 
f ^ ( x ) = n^ , X € [ - 1 , 1 ] . Then f^  6 ^ [ - 1 , 1 ] , Vn I 1 , 
S i n c e T(f^) € H we have q ( T ( f ^ ) ) = q ( f^ ) = | f ^ ( l ) l = n# 
^ d p( f^) = ! f ^ ( - l ) | = ^ . Then 
q ( T ( f ^ ) ) = n = n . l > n . - := n p ( f ^ ) , ( V I , 6 . l ) 
V-n ^ 1. If T is continuous there exists a positive 
number N 3 
q(T(f^)) < N p(f„), n > 1. 
Let N :i! n, so that 
q(T(fj^ )) < N p(f^), 
which contradicts (VI.6.1) and hence T is not continuous. 
Considering the case where the domain is a semi-
Banach algebra and range space is a Hilbert algebra, we 
have already seen in i 3 (Ex. 3.2) that this result fails 
to hold. We remark in passing that Yood's result [32] 
is a significant generalization of the famous result on 
continuity of multiplicative functionals, cited earlier 
in the paragraph proceeding example (3.2). Needless to 
say this latter result has motivated what has come to be 
called 'Michael's problem' in Frochet algebras. 
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